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Abstract
This paper analyzes the rating of a product of unknown quality by a certier who
internalizes the buyers' surplus and receives payments from a seller. It shows that
contrary to conventional wisdom, a regulation that prohibits contingent payments
hinders information revelation and harms social welfare when the contract between
seller and certier is public.

If the contract is private (buyers do not observe the

payments), contingent payments can lead to  rating ination : high ratings are issued
for a wide range of qualities and ratings have limited information value. Mandating
at fees then prevents rating ination and can increase welfare.

Introduction
Certication arises because sellers such as developers of new nancial products, drugs, genetically modied foods and new technologies often lack the expertise, and especially the
credibility to evaluate and communicate the quality of their product to potential buyers.
A typical business model for certiers is the seller-pays paradigm, in which buyers access
the ratings for free. For instance credit rating agencies rate securities in multiple categories
and charge the rating's fee proportional to the size of the issue.
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1 According to Partnoy (2006) around 90 percent of rating agencies' revenue is due to the fees paid by

the issuers. The fees correspond to 3-4 basis points of the volume of the issue for corporate bonds and go
up to 10 basis points for structured nance products.
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raised concerns over the credibility of this business model. Many scholars pointed out that
setting the rating's fee proportional to the size of the issue created a conict of interests
and argued that certiers' compensation should not be linked to the ratings and possibly
be partly paid by other parties than the seller.
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An alternative model is employed by con-

sumer product certiers such as the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), Ecolabel (the
European label for environmentally friendly products), Michelin guide, and by standard
setting organizations (SSOs). These certiers charge a xed upfront fee independently of

3

the product's sales
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and grade products using few categories.

This paper develops a theory of certication with rational buyers which encompasses
contingent fee and xed fee certication. It assumes that the certier internalizes the buyers' interest and announces a public rating. Consistent with practices of consumer goods
certiers and standard setting organizations it nds that a certier if nanced through
a xed fee issues coarse ratings:

a substantial part of the information available to the

certier is not revealed to the public. This is so because a higher rating leads to a higher
price and lowers buyers' surplus; this makes the certier cautious (downward biased in the
terminology of the cheap talk literature) and results in partial information revelation with
coarse ratings.
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A public (transparent) contract which species rating-contingent payments from the
seller to the certier considerably improves the informativeness of the ratings. All parties

2 See for instance Mathis, et al. (2009) and Pagano-Volpin (2009). This critique resulted in the Cuomo
plan, named after New York State Attorney General Andrew Cuomo, which requires fees of the rating
agencies to be independent of ratings and to be paid upfront. Nevertheless under the Cuomo plan the
fees for ratings can be proportional to the size of the issue and the conict of interests remains. According
to Partnoy (2006): Because rating agencies rate thousands of bond issues, they do not depend on any
particular issuer, so the concern about conicts is more systemic than individualized.

3 As of 2011 a developer seeking an approval of a prescription drug by the FDA is required to pay

the application fee of $1,542,000 if the application requires clinical data ($771,000 if clinical data is not
required), the annual establishment fee of $497,200 and the annual product fee of $86,520 payed by the
manufacturer of a drug (www.fda.gov).

A xed application fee for the Ecolabel set up by the Euro-

pean Commission is in the range EUR 200-1200, producers also pay the annual usage fee of EUR 1500
(http://www.eco-label.com).

4 Most xed fee certiers, like the FDA and SSOs use pass-fail ratings, while some certiers like the

Michelin guide use star ratings with three to ve stars

5 The reluctance of the certiers to give favorable ratings to sellers is most prominent in standard setting

bodies. In a famous case an R&D company Rambus didn't disclose its patent covering DRAM technology
when applying for several memory standards governed by the Joint Electron Device Engineering Council
(JEDEC). In the subsequent litigations Rambus argued that it didn't disclose the patent because in the
past JEDEC unfairly turned down several technologies that it knew were covered by Rambus's patents.
For more details see the case 38636 of the European Commission.
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are better o with the transparent rating-contingent payments compared to the xed fee.
In line with practices of ratings agencies and investment banks, in this case the certier
receives a positive fee proportional to the seller's prot provided that the product's quality
is above a threshold; the quality of the product is perfectly revealed by the rating.
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The

seller compensates the buyer-protective certier for the externality her pricing has on
buyers with a payment: a higher rating leads to a higher price for buyers and to a higher
compensation to the certier. The transparent optimal contingent contract balances the
certier's reporting, and improves information revelation and welfare compared to the xed
fee.
A private (hidden) contract between the seller and the certier can lead to rating
ination with fully rational buyers. When the buyers do not see how much the seller pays
for high ratings, the seller has an incentive to pay a lot in order to increase the chance of
getting a high rating. Consequently high ratings are issued too often (rating ination),
and the overall informativeness of ratings decreases. In the case of rating agencies, Grin
and Tang (2009) indicates that just before 2007 the AAA tranches of CDOs were larger
than what the rating agency model would deliver. This suggests that the rating agency
was giving AAA ratings to CDOs that were not supposed to get it and the ratings were
inated.
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At the same time, rating agencies are reluctant to disclose the fees they charged
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for rating new structured nance products.

Our analysis suggests that mandating public

disclosure of payments restrains the seller from exaggerating the payments for high ratings,
prevents the rating ination, and improves the precision of high ratings.
The analysis points to possible improvements in regulation. Contrary to conventional
arguments against contingent fees (Mathis, et al. (2009), Pagano-Volpin (2009)) it highlights that a transparent contingent fee causes no harm while a xed fee can reduce welfare.
Instead of focusing on the contingency, the regulation should devote more attention to the
transparency of fees paid to the certier as our results show that the possibility of a private
contract between the seller and the certier can impair certication by prompting rating
ination. A desired regulation ensures transparency of payments going from the seller to

6 Investment banks when assist issuers in initial public oerings charge a fee equal to 7% of the volume
of the issue and provide potential buyers of securities with very detailed information about the quality of
the issuer and the price range for the oering. Rating agencies charge proportional fees and issue multiple
ratings, for in stance Standard & Poor's uses 22 letter ratings.

7 Also spreads for AAA CDOs are typically higher than for AAA corporate bonds, that is AAA rating

has dierent meanings in terms of default probability for a CDO and for a corporate bond.

8 Indirect evidence suggests that these fees are substantial; Pagano and Volpin document that Moody's

EBIT closely followed the popularity of new structured nance products: it increased from $541 million in
the rst quarter of 2003 to $1,439 million in the third quarter of 2007, and then dropped to $683 million
in the third quarter of 2009.
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the certier.
Literature Review

The paper makes two contributions to the literature. First, it advances the literature on
public contracting for information by extending it to the games among multiple receivers.
To put it simply, in this paper Farrell-Gibbons meets Krishna-Morgan. First, the certier's communication with two strategic parties, the buyers and the seller, relates our paper
to the literature on cheap talk with multiple audiences. In Farrell-Gibbons (1989) a sender

S

is informed about the true state

P

and

Q,

who take actions

p

and

b

and sends a message

m

q

respectively. Parties' payos are represented in the

to two uninformed receivers:

Figure 1. Farrell and Gibbons show that the informativeness of communication between
the sender

S

Q can be limited if receiver P

and receiver

also receives the sender's messages

(subversion). In their model receivers do not interact: receiver
receiver

Q's

payo and vice versa.

P 's

action does not aect

We expand Farrell-Gibbons in two ways.

First, the

two receivers interact strategically. Second, we allow one of the receivers (the seller) to
contract with the sender.

Figure 1: Payo structure

sender S:
(certifier)

Farrell−Gibbons

This paper

Krishna−Morgan

US(b,p,q)

US(b,p,q)+t

US(b,p)+t

m(b)

t(m)

receiver P: p(m)

UP(b,p)

UP(b,p,q)−t

receiver Q: q(m)

UQ(b,q)

UQ(b,p,q)

(seller)

t(m)

UP(b,p)−t

game

(buyers)

As in Krishna-Morgan (2008), we allow public contingent contracts. Krishna and Morgan
show that contingent contracts facilitate communication in the standard, single-receiver
Crawford-Sobel model.

By contrast, our two receivers play a game after receiving the

message. Parties' interdependent payos, which are recovered from primitives in a market
interaction, do not possess the properties required in Krishna-Morgan; for instance in
Krishna-Morgan some results are obtained only for quadratic payo functions which is
not the case in our paper.

Thus the analysis of public contracts is a generalization of

Krishna-Morgan's results. Furthermore our study of private contracts between the seller
and the certier is also novel as it does not arise with only two parties.

The study of

private contracts is the paper's second contribution to the literature.
In this it is related to recent paper by Inderst and Ottaviani (2010), which analyzes
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hidden payments to an information intermediary. Unlike in our model the intermediary
does not provide buyers with precise information about the product via ratings but simply
recommends it for purchase or not. The intermediary panders to customers and advises
them to buy the product they would like even when its production is ineciently costly
from the social welfare perspective. By contrast, in our model the intermediary cares about
the net surplus of the buyers and is reluctant to give a high rating which leads to a high
price.

In Inderst-Ottaviani the kickbacks paid by the sellers can tilt the intermediary's

recommendations towards the cost-ecient product and improve social welfare. Authors
conclude that caps and disclosure requirements on commissions may lower welfare. Conversely our model with multiple ratings stresses the adverse eect the kickbacks have on
information production. To our knowledge our paper is the rst to study the endogenous
partition of information in multiple ratings under private contracts.
Our paper is also related to other contributions, although more distantly. Most of the
literature on certication takes one of two main approaches. Some contributions assume
that certiers can commit to a disclosure rule and ignore the issue of credibility. These
papers are silent about how information production, credibility and welfare are aected
when the certier faces a contingent contract.

Lizzeri (1999) nds that a monopolistic

certier who charges a xed fee for ratings discloses minimum information to ensure ecient
market exchange. Similarly Farhi et al. (2009) argue that certiers have no incentive to
disclose rejections.

They conclude that increasing transparency (requiring certiers to

reveal rejections) benets sellers. We also advocate for transparency showing that public
disclosure of seller's transfers to certiers is welfare improving.

The focus of our study

is dierent, as we look at the certier's ability to communicate information given the
incentives he faces.
Lerner-Tirole (2006)'s approach is closer to ours. They analyze forum shopping when
certiers intrinsically care about product buyers and sellers can make costly concessions.
In their main model buyers are homogeneous and the product is protable only if buyers
adopt it, which makes pass/fail examination optimal. They consider certiers' incentives
as given and focus on forum shopping by the sellers, nding that weak applicants go to
tougher certiers and make more concessions. We consider heterogeneous buyers and allow the seller to oer contingent payments to the certier which enables us to analyze
endogenous information production by the certier.

We study public, private and non-

contingent contracts and show that pass/fail ratings in general are not optimal. We also
shed some light on the issue of forum shopping for ratings which was the main objective
of Lerner-Tirole (206) and of Skreta-Veldkamp (2009) and Bolton at al. (2009).
Reputation models show that if the public trusts the certier he can benet from private
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information either by speculating on products he certies (Benabou-Laroque (1992)), or
by issuing high ratings for money (Mathis, et al.

(2009)).

Provided that reputational

concerns fail to restrain the certier from lying, Mathis et al. propose a at compensation
independent of the rating.
to ratings.

Their model exogenously links the certier's compensation

We show that the certier being paid for high ratings arises endogenously

as an optimal public contract between the seller and the certier.

Contrary to Mathis

et al. this contract does not cause the certier to overstate the rating. Our analysis of
private contracts is more coherent with Mathis et al., advocating that if payments are not
transparent then, probably, they should not depend on ratings.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 1 we introduce the general environment. In
section 2 we consider public contracts: rst we prove a modied revelation principle and
then study contingent and noncontingent contracts. Section 3 analyzes private contracts,
section 4 is dedicated to welfare analysis, section 5 studies extensions of the basic model:
informed seller, forum shopping, moral hazard, and seller's commitment to a pricing rule.
Section 6 concludes.

1 Environment
There is a mass 1 of buyers, each of whom can buy one unit of a product of unknown
quality

b ∼ U [0, 1]

A buyer

i

sold by a monopolistic seller who has zero marginal cost of production.

receives net utility

reservation utility
utility below
the quality

b

xi ∈ [0, 1]

x is F (x).

b−P

if he buys a quality

b

product at price

P

and enjoys

if he decides not to buy; the mass of buyers with reservation

We require

F (x)/f (x) to be increasing (monotone hazard rate).

were common knowledge the market demand would be

and the seller would set the monopoly price

If

D(P, b) = F (b − P )

P (b) = F (b − P (b))/f (b − P (b)).

However, we

assume that only the certier can learn the true quality (potentially at some cost).
Assumption 1. The product's quality

b

is privy to the certier.

In the absence of certication about actual quality,

b

is unknown to all parties, which

9

leads to mispricing and potential prot loss compared to the full information case.
seller can apply to a certier. The latter then publicly issues some rating
The certier puts weight
payments

t(m) ≥ 0.

t(m)

λ>0

on the buyers' surplus

for ratings from the seller.

S(b, m)

m.

and receives monetary

The certier is protected by limited liability

He arbitrarily chooses the rating from some set

objective function

The

M

in order to maximize his

U:

9 It can be shown that the monopoly prot is a convex function of quality, see proposition 3.
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Assumption 2.

U (b, m) = λS(b, m) + t(m).

The certier's internalization of the buyers' payo gives him some credibility in the eyes
of the buyers. The parameter

λ stands for various reasons why certiers care about buyers,

from buyers' interests being explicitly represented within decision bodies to reputational
concerns and explicit monetary incentives. We can easily extend the analysis to the case
where the certier intrinsically cares about the seller as well

t(m).

The qualitative results are the same unless

see section 2, remark 2).

exceeds some threshold

η∗

(for details
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The seller denes the set of possible ratings
corresponding transfers

η

U (b, m) = λS(b, m) + ηπ(m) +

t(m), m ∈ M .

rule and sets the monopoly price

P (m)

M

for the certier and commits to pay

However the seller cannot commit to the pricing
upon receiving the rating. One might think that

there is an uncertainty about the market demand which is resolved only after the rating
is issued and the seller needs to adjust her price ex post. Or else the seller might need to
set dierent prices for dierent market segments.
Assumption 3. The seller designs the contract

(M, t(.)).

In other words the seller acts as an uninformed principal while the certier plays the
role of an informed agent. The seller's role as a principal (assumption 3) is for simplicity,
in section 2.3 we let parties negotiate the contract and nd similar results.
The assumption that the seller is uninformed when applying for a rating (assumption
1) also simplies the analysis. If contracts are public, an informed seller as an informed
principal could signal quality

b through the contract oered (M, t(.))b

to the certier or by

burning money. However if such signals are not available it makes no dierence whether
the seller is informed or not and our results hold; furthermore the seller may not have the
full information acquired by the certier and could be treated as a less informed party.
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One can interpret the contract optimal from the point of view of the uninformed seller
as a contract that suits a representative seller the best if the certier deals with many
informed sellers (see section 5.1). Analogously, a prospective seller who has not developed
the product yet and does not know its quality, would prefer to have this kind of contract
as a common business practice.
Assumption 2 is crucial for ratings' credibility, because a certier with
care about the true quality

10 Introducing

η

b

λ=0

does not

and, hence, he has no incentive to reveal it and simply picks

brings little to the model since a general transfer

t̃(m) = ηπ(m) + t(m)

accounts for it.

11 Developers of new drugs often have no equipment or legal rights to perform certain tests of their

products and have to rely on the FDA's assessments.

Similarly investment banks might have better

information than the issuer about the prospects of the issue because they have more marketing experience.
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the highest transfer. Of course if transfers are zero, he might as well tell the truth. But
if investigation were costly some minimum internalization of buyers' surplus is required
to induce the certier to bear the eort cost.

λ

such a positive
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Similarly if transfers were private, then

is vital to sustain ratings' credibility.

Also, a monopolistic certier

may simply be buyer-protective; moreover if contracts are public and we let the certier
choose the degree of buyer-protectiveness, he would choose some positive degree in order
to maximize the expected payment from the issuer.
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Alternatively parameter

λ

can be

a measure of the extent to which the discontent of the buyers can reduce the certier's
prot, due to potential litigation costs or the costs of additional regulation prompted by
poor performance of the certier.

2 Public contracts
We start our analysis by considering the case of public contracts, assuming the certier
learns product quality at no cost. The seller publicly announces the set of messages the
certier can use

M

and corresponding transfers

t(.).

This contract

(M, t(.)) induces a game

between the buyers, the certier and the seller. The certier learns the actual quality
decides what rating to issue, that is the certier's strategy
quality

b

function

a probability distribution over possible ratings

σ(m|b),

´

σ(m|b)dm = 1.

[0, 1] → ∆(M )

M

b and

assigns to each

with corresponding density

The buyers and the seller form beliefs

M → ∆([0, 1])

M
that specify for each rating
with a density function

m a probability distribution over the possible qualities b ∈ [0, 1]
´1
µ(b|m), µ(b|m)db = 1. Having observed the rating m the seller

0
sets the product price, her strategy is

P : M → R+ .

product, their decisions generate a market demand
quantity the seller can sell at price

P

Buyers decide whether to buy the

D : R+ × M → R+

given the rating

m.

which denes the

Finally payos are realized.

A subgame perfect Bayesian-Nash equilibrium of this game is a quadruple

(D, σ, P, µ)

that ensures that buyers buy their preferred quantity of product given the price and their
realized beliefs; the certier maximizes his payo given the seller's pricing function and

12 In governmental bodies like the Food and Drug Administration it is stated clearly that their aim is
to serve the interests of consumers. Committees of Standard Setting Organizations that decide on new
technological standards, on the other hand, are often composed of potential technology buyers.

13 An example of this is the chinese wall in investment banks that separates parts of the bank that

have access to insider information from the parts that are supposed to rely solely on public information.
For many certiers inherent reputational concerns lead to some internalization of the welfare of potential
buyers.

At the same time investment banks after selling shares at initial public oerings, often post a

stabilizing bid, that is stay ready to buy the shares back at a xed price, which makes their position
closer to that of potential buyers.
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the buyers' beliefs function; the seller maximizes prot given the buyers' realized beliefs; buyers' realized beliefs are consistent with Bayes' rule.
continuation equilibrium
to equilibrium beliefs

bb∗ (m) = E(b|m, µ∗ ) =

(D∗ , σ ∗ , P ∗ , µ∗ )

µ∗

´1

(M, t(.)).

Referring

m

as

bµ∗ (b|m)dx.
m

their utility from the purchase

xi

induced by some contract

we express buyers' quality expectation for each rating

0
Suppose a credible rating

option

More formally consider a

is issued and price

P

is set, then only buyers who perceive

E[b − P |m] = bb∗ (m) − P

to be greater than their outside

agree to buy the product and the market demand is

D∗ (P, m) = F (bb∗ (m) − P ).

E[V (b, D)|m] = V (bb∗ (m), D) the aggregate expected utility of the buyers
D∗ (P, m) = argmax[V (bb∗ (m), D) − P D]. Anticipating this reaction the seller sets

If we denote by
then

D≥0

P ∗ (m) = F (bb∗ (m) − P ∗ (m))/f (bb∗ (m) − P ∗ (m)). Observe
P ∗ (m) = P ∗ (bb∗ (m)) and we can denote D∗ (m) = D∗ (bb∗ (m)) = D∗ (P (bb∗ (m)), bb∗ (m)).

prot maximizing price

Suppose actual quality is

14

buys the product.
∗
F −1 (D
´ (m))

S(b, m) =

b,

i

then buyer

receives the surplus

Total buyers' surplus for quality

[b − P ∗ (m) − x] dF (x),

b

seller's prot is

b − P ∗ (m) − xi

and rating

m

that

if he

is computed as

π(m) = P ∗ (m)D∗ (m)

and we

0
have

Remark 1. Given quality

b

the expectation of product's quality

of the buyers and the seller:

b∗

S(b, b (m))

and

bb∗ (m)

denes the payos

b∗

π(b (m)).

Now let's go back one stage, where the certier has just learned quality
on the rating.

The equilibrium reporting strategy for the certier is

m0 ∈ arg max λS(b, m) + t(m)
m∈M
requires

µ∗ (b0 |m)

´1

and

σ ∗ (m0 |b) = 0

b

and decides

σ ∗ (m0 |b) ≥ 0

for

otherwise. Bayes' rule, when applicable,

σ ∗ (m|b)db = σ ∗ (m|b0 ).

0

Monotonicity lemma
For any actual quality

σ ∗ (m, b)

b,

µ∗ (b|m) and certier's reporting strategy
e ∗ (b) = {bb∗ (m) : σ ∗ (m|b) > 0} communicated
B

equilibrium beliefs

dene a set of expected qualities

by the certier. It turns out that these expected qualities increase with quality.
Lemma 1. In equilibrium expected qualities inferred from the certier's rating are weakly

increasing in actual quality, that is

∀b2 , b1 ∈ [0, 1]

from

b2 > b1

follows

e ∗ (b2 ) ≥
inf B

e ∗ (b1 ).
sup B
14 If the rating

m

is imprecise actual quality

b

might happen to be lower than the expected one, that is

some buyers might buy the product and experience negative surplus afterwards.
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Proof. For

b2 > b 1

take any

e ∗ (b2 )
m2 : bb∗ (m2 ) ∈ B

and

e ∗ (b1 ).
m1 : bb∗ (m1 ) ∈ B

Revealed

λS(b2 , m2 ) − λS(b
1 , m1 ). Substituting for S
h 
 2 , m1) ≥ λS(b1 , m2 ) − λS(b
i
we get λ F b
b∗ (m2 ) − P ∗ (bb∗ (m2 )) − F bb∗ (m1 ) − P ∗ (bb∗ (m1 )) (b2 −b1 ) ≥ 0. Given that

preference writes

F (.)
∂F (b
b∗ −P ∗ (b
b∗ ))
f3
is increasing (monotone hazard rate property) we have
=
2
∗
b
f (.)
2f −F f 0
∂b
∗
∗
∗
∗
b
b
e
e
hence we must have b (m2 ) ≥ b (m1 ), which implies inf B (b2 ) ≥ sup B (b1 ) QED.

> 0,

It follows that the set of qualities associated with each rating is convex. For instance
if each rating corresponds to several qualities then ratings dene a partition
the interval

{bi }i=1,...,N

of

[0, 1].

Modied revelation principle
The above analysis implies that all the information needed for the market is embedded
in quality expectations

bb∗ (m)

that in turn determine prices and parties' payos.

This

suggests that a direct contract where the certier uses expected quality as rating can
account for all possible outcomes. We extend the modied revelation principle established
in Krishna-Morgan (2008) and Bester-Strausz (2001) to our framework.
Proposition 1. For any equilibrium under a contract

(M, t(.))

there exists an outcome-

equivalent equilibrium in pure strategies under some direct contract
certier truthfully announces expected quality
Proof.

b t(.))
(B,

in which the

bb ∈ B
b ⊆ [0, 1].

Take any subgame perfect Bayesian-Nash equilibrium

(D∗ , σ ∗ , P ∗ , µ∗ )

induced

In this equilibrium for a given b any message m corresponds to a
´1
quality expectation b
b∗ (m) = bµ∗ (b|m)db, in other words beliefs dene a correspondence
0
b , where B
b = ∪ bb∗ (m) ⊆ [0, 1]. Therefore certier's reporting strategy [0, 1] →
M →B
m∈M
by a contract

(M, t(.)).

b .
∆(M ) for every b induces a probability distribution over expected qualities [0, 1] → ∆(B)
By remark 1 for every b parties' payos are pinned down by the expected quality b
b∗ (m).
Thus for any equilibrium under

(M, t(.))

we can nd an equivalent equilibrium under

b t(.)) with t(bb) = sup{t(m) : bb∗ (m) = bb} and certier's reporting strategy
(B,
b . Indeed if a message m, resulting in bb∗ (m) and t(m), is sent by the certier
[0, 1] → ∆(B)
contract

under

(M, t(.))

then

bb = bb∗ (m)

b t(.)).15
t(bb) = t(m) must be chosen under (B,
b is without loss of generality because in any
[0, 1] → B

resulting in

Finally considering pure strategies

b ∈ [0, 1] the set of expected qualities communicated with
bb(b) = {bb : σ ∗ (m, b) > 0} is single valued, that is randomization

equilibrium for almost every
positive probability

could happen at points that have measure zero. Indeed from lemma 1 follows that

15 Note that a message

(M, t(.))

m0

because there exists

bb∗ (m0 ) = bb and t(m0 ) < sup{t(m) : bb∗ (m) = bb}
that b
b∗ (m) = bb and t(m) > t(m0 ).

such that

m

such
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b(b) =

is never sent under

sup{bb(b)} is monotone.
(for any

b(b)

At any point

b0 < b and b00 > b by lemma

b where b(b) > inf{bb(b)} function b(b) is discontinuous
0
1 we have b(b ) ≤ inf{b
b(b)} < b(b) ≤ inf{bb(b00 )}. Since

is monotone it can be discontinuous only at a countable number of points, therefore

sup{bb(b)} = inf{bb(b)}

for almost every point

and

bb(b)

is single valued QED.

The modied revelation principle greatly simplies the analysis allowing us to consider

bb ∈ B
b . One might wonder
b would report something
B

only direct announcements of expected qualities by the certier
what happens if the certier instead of reporting from the set
from outside this set

b
a ∈
/ B

or would simply refuse to report at all.

for these announcements transfers are zero

t(a) = 0

We assume that

and buyers' beliefs are such that

b . Then for any b ∈ [0, 1] rating bb0 ∈ B
b , t(bb0 ) ≥ 0 dominates any
E(b|a) = bb0 for some bb0 ∈ B
b because λS(b, bb0 ) + t(bb0 ) ≥ λS(b, bb0 ). This assumption allows us to characterize the
a∈
/B
upper bound on seller welfare. Alternatively, we could dispose with the limited liability
assumption and assume that the certier is very risk averse, his utility from money is

t≥0

and

−∞

for

t < 0.

Then it suces for the seller to specify

t(a) < 0

for

t for

b.
a∈
/B

2.1 Noncontingent contracts
Before solving for the optimal contingent contract we check what happens if payments

t

to the certier are required to be independent of ratings he issues.

We assume that

the equilibrium that is preferred by the seller obtains and demonstrate later on that this
equilibrium is preferred by the buyers as well. Since the uninformative babbling equilibrium
always exists

b = {1/2}
B

the seller cannot do worse with certication than without it.

b and nonconB
b , nally,
rating b
b∈B

The game proceeds as follows: rst, the seller denes the set of ratings
tingent payment

t,

second, the certier learns quality

b

and issues a

the market outcome obtains.

bb has been published by the certier. Buyers buy the quantity
expected surplus D(b
b, P ) = argmax[V (bb, D) − P D], the seller sets

Suppose a credible rating
which maximizes their

D≥0
the price

P (bb) = argmax[D(P, bb)P ].

For given quality

b

and rating

P ≥0

results in buyers' surplus

S(b, bb) = V (b, D(bb)) − P (bb)D(bb)

bb the

market outcome

and we can proceed to the

communication stage.
Problem 1.

max λS(b, bb) + t
b
b
b∈B

Observe that a xed payment

t

has no inuence on certier's reports and certier's

preferences are aligned with the interests of potential buyers, in this situation one might
expect the certier to reveal all the information to buyers

bb = b.

are public the certier fails to reveal all the information he has.
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However, when ratings

Proposition 2. If buyers took an announcement at face value then with noncontingent

contracts the certier would underreport the quality:

bb(b) < b

for any

b > 0.

S(b, bb) = V (b, D(bb)) − P (bb)D(bb) is aected by the rating bb in two
the buyers revising their purchasing decisions D(b
b) and indirectly

Proof. Buyers' surplus
ways: directly due to

through the seller's pricing

P (bb).

Suppose the certier reports truthfully

∂(V (b,D(.))−P (.)D(.))
by the envelope theorem
∂D

bb = b,

= ∂(max[V (bb, D) − P D])/∂D = 0

then

and the

D≥0
At the same time for any

direct eect of the rating vanishes.
b > 0 the indirect eect



∂S(b,b
b)
∂(V (b,D(.))−P (.)D(.)) ∂P (.)
∂P (.)
is negative
|bb=b =
|bb=b = −D(.) ∂bb |bb=b < 0 because the
∂P
∂b
b
∂b
b
2
f (.)−F (.)f 0 (.)
∂P (.)
=
price increases with the rating
2 (.)−F (.)f 0 (.) > 0 (guaranteed by the monotone
b
2f
∂b
hazard rate property). Hence if buyers take ratings at face value the certier underreports
the quality

F (.)
f (.)



1−

bb(b) < b


F (.)f 0 (.)
f 2 (.)

<b

for any

b > 0,

substituting for

D(bb)

P (bb)

and

we get

bb(b) = b −

QED.

This result stems from the fact that the price set by the seller contains a mark-up which
causes a loss of buyers' welfare. Buyers' holding unreasonably low quality expectation lowers buyers' aspirations to buy and, as a result, lowers the equilibrium price. For moderate
quality understatements the price reduction eect exceeds the loss due to some buyers
wrongly abstaining from the purchase.

Therefore the buyer-protective certier underre-

ports quality. It turns out that buyers' surplus would be higher if the buyers were to hold

16

these downward biased expectations.

Remark 2. If the certier were to internalize prots
underreport only if

η < η∗,

for some

In this case the certier would
is smaller than
the cases with

b

if

U (b, bb) = λS(b, bb) + ηπ(bb) + t he would

η ∗ > 0.


F (.)
b
set b = b −
1−
f (.)

1−F (.)f 0 (.)/f 2 (.)

η < η ∗ = λ 2−F (.)f 0 (.)/f 2 (.) .

F (.)f 0 (.)
f 2 (.)



+

η F (.)
λ f (.)



2−

F (.)f 0 (.)
f 2 (.)



which

Thus our analysis can be easily extended to

η ∈ (0, η ∗ ).

While naive buyers make the certier understate the quality, we proceed by requiring
buyers to be Bayesian, that is ratings must verify

bb = E(b|bb).

By lemma 1 in a pure

strategy equilibrium the certier's reports are given by a monotone function

bb(b) are
b and t.
B

say that reports
strategy given

bb(b).

Thus we

incentive compatible if they constitute the certier's equilibrium

h
i
bb(b) ∈ argmax λS(b, bb) + t , ∀b ∈ [0, 1]

(1)

b
b
b∈B
Corollary 1. If buyers are Bayesian then full revelation

bb = b

is not incentive compatible

with noncontingent contracts.
16 It implies that it might be benecial for the buyers to be naive and not to use Bayesian updating.
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bb = b and expect E(b|bb) = bb then by proposition 2 the
certier would underreport quality b
b(b) < b, a contradiction. It follows that only imprecise
Suppose Bayesian buyers believe

public ratings are feasible. The publicity of ratings is crucial for the result of proposition
2.

As in Farrell-Gibbons (1989), the private communication with one of the audiences

(buyers) might be more informative than the public communication.
Every equilibrium induced by the rating set

b
B

17

and the transfer

characterized by the certier's equilibrium reporting strategy

bb(b)

t

is unambiguously

and transfer

t.

As we

mentioned before we let the seller choose the equilibrium she prefers in case of multiplicity,
which means that we let her choose her preferred reporting
incentive compatible.
liability constraint

and Bayesian updating or rational expectations constraint

E(b|bb(b) = bb),

her maximization problem becomes:

Problem 2.

max

{b
b(.),t} 0

among those that are

Besides incentive compatibility the seller must satisfy the limited

t≥0
´1

bb(b)

bb =

π(bb(b))db − t

s.t
IC:

h
i
bb(b) ∈ argmax λS(b, bb) + t , ∀b ∈ [0, 1];
b
b
b∈B

t ≥ 0;
b.
RE: b
b = E(b|bb(b) = bb), ∀bb ∈ B
LL:

For constant

t

the set of incentive compatible reporting strategies that uphold rational

expectations is the set of reporting strategies supported as equilibria of the communication
game.

It turns out that for any

prot is a convex function of

F (x)

satisfying monotone hazard rate property seller's

bb.

Proposition 3. Seller's prot given the rating

bb is

a convex function of

bb.

bb is π(bb) = P (bb)F (bb − P (bb)), by
0
the envelope theorem we obtain π (b
b) = P (bb)f (bb − P (bb)). Substituting P (bb) = F (bb −
P (bb))/f (bb − P (bb)) we get π 0 (bb) = F (bb − P (bb)). Monotone hazard rate property (F (.)f 0 (.) <
Proof.

f (.)2 )

Seller's prot conditional on receiving rating

implies

∂P (b
b)
∂b
b

=

f (.)2 −F (.)f 0 (.)
2f (.)2 −F (.)f 0 (.)

∈ (0, 1),

therefore

π 0 (bb)

is increasing in

bb

and

π(bb)

is

convex QED.
It follows that the seller is information loving and prefers the most informative equilibrium. The seller chooses her preferred equilibrium by dening the rating set

b.
B

From

now on we make an additional assumption to simplify the demand function and obtain an
explicit solution.

17 When communication is private the certier's report does not aect the price set by the seller ∂P
b
∂b

∂S(b,b
b)
which implies
|bb=b
∂b
b

=0

and makes reportings

bb(b) = b

of proposition 2).
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=0

incentive compatible (for details see the proof

Assumption 4.

F (x) = xα , α > 0

Given the rating

bb the

demand is

D(bb, P ) = (bb − P )α

b t)
(B,

Proposition 4. An optimal noncontingent contract

partition equilibrium

{bi }i=0,...,N (α)

with ratings

ratings are more precise than low ratings :

and the price is

has

P (bb) = bb/(1 + α).

t = 0

and results in a

bbi = (bi−1 + bi )/2, i = 1, ..., N (α);

high

bi − bi−1 < bi−1 − bi−2 .

The detailed proof can be found in the appendix. It is clear that

t = 0 is optimal.

Second,

α, which measures the demand elasticity, determines the mark-up (equal to
P = bb/(1 + α) since costs are zero). When demand is inelastic (α < α∗ ≈ 1.34)

observe that
the price

the mark-up is high and the certier fails to communicate product quality because he is
reluctant to issue high ratings that result in high prices. In this case an optimal contract
commands a single rating

bb(b) = 1/2 for b ∈ [0; 1].

b = {1/2} which results in a babbling equilibrium with reporting
B

The mark-up is less of a problem when demand is elastic (α

and the certier can credibly issue high ratings. In this case

18

can be sustained in equilibrium.

N (α) ≥ 2 informative

≥ α∗ )

ratings

By proposition 3 the seller's expected prot is higher

whenever b
b(b) reveals more information, hence she implements a partition equilibrium with
the maximum number of ratings possible. The remark below implies that the buyers and
the certier (if

t

is noncontingent) favor the equilibrium chosen by the seller.

Remark 3. The expectation of the buyers' surplus given the rating
seller's prot:

SE (bb) =

Proof. For a given

bb

is a fraction of the

α
π(bb).
1+α

bb we

can express

surplus conditional on rating

γ b1+α
b ,
1+α
b
b
b−P
(
b)
´

π(bb) =

bb is SE (bb) = E[

γ=

α
α
. The buyers' expected
1+α

(b − P (bb) − x)dF (x) | bb(b) = bb].

Bayes'

0
rule

h
i
E b|bb(b) = bb = bb implies SE (bb) =

b
b−P
´ (bb)

F (x)dx.

Substituting

F (x) = xa

and

P (bb) =

0

bb/(1 + α)

we obtain

SE (bb) =

αγ b1+α
b
(1+α)2

=

α
π(bb) QED.
1+α

This convenient property stems from the assumption

F (x) = xα .

For more general

demand functions the buyers and the certier favor the revelation of information if the
following condition holds

f 00 ≥

F f 0 (2F f 0 −f 2 )−f 4
, otherwise a conict between the information
F 2f

loving seller and the information averse certier (and the buyers) arises.
Practices of many real certiers seem to comply with the nding of proposition 4. Indeed
the certiers that charge xed fees often issue few coarse ratings. For instance the Food and

18 The mark-up charged by the seller plays a role similar to that of the sender's bias in the standard
Crawford-Sobel model, where it was shown that in a cheap talk game the babbling equilibrium prevails
when the divergence of interest between the sender and the receiver exceeds a threshold and, a partition
equilibrium can emerge if the divergence is moderate.
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Drug Administration and many Standard Setting Organizations set standard application
fees and issue pass/fail ratings. Similarly certiers of consumer goods such as the European
New Car Assessment Programme or the Michelin Guide typically charge xed fees and
evaluate products on ve- and three-star scales, respectively. This is in stark contrast to
the business model of credit rating agencies and investment banks whose fees are explicitly
linked to the volume of the deal.

Before moving to the analysis of contingent fees we

illustrate the intuition behind proposition 4 with a two quality model.

∈ {bL , bH })

Example with two equally likely quality levels ( b
( F (x)

and uniform distribution

= x).
bb = { bL +bH }
B
2

In this case the seller chooses between the babbling equilibrium
an informative equilibrium with two ratings

bi = {bbL , bbH }
B

if the latter exists.

babbling equilibrium the only message available to certier is
any quality level

bi = {bbL , bbH }.
B

bb(b) =

bL +bH
,
2

∀b.

bbL

bbL

and

bbH

when the

when the quality is low (bL ). We denote by

when actual quality is

λ b2
b
8 L

In a

Consider now a potential informative equilibrium with

quality is high (bH ) and to report

bbL

and

bL +bH
which he sends for
2

Due to certier's bias we expect him to mix between

probability of reporting

19

bH .

p

the

Certier's incentive compatibility for

λ
(b
2 H

≤
− bbL )bbL +
− bbH )bbH + λ8 bb2H . Bayesian updating delivers bbH = bH
+pbH
(only the high type sends this message) and b
bL = bL1+p
. Substituting for b
bH in (IC) we
bH writes λ2 (bH
get

bbL ≤ bH /3,

p ∈ (0, 1) if bbL = bH /3,
p = 1 if bbL > bH /3. Suppose

hence the high type could play mixed strategy

prefers high rating

p=0

if

bbL < bH /3

and prefers low rating

bL +pbH
1+p

bL > bH /3 then bbL =
> bH /3 and the babbling equilibrium occurs, that is p∗b = 1
and b
bL = bL +bH . On the other hand if bL ≤ bH /3 we can have fully informative equilibrium
2

∗
were pi

= 0, bbL = bL and bbH = bH .
feasible, indeed b
bL = bH /3, bbH = bH

bL < bH /3, a mixed equilibrium is
bH −3bL
satisfy all equilibrium conditions.
2bH

Moreover, for

∗
and pm

=

Now let's turn to the seller's choice of equilibrium. First, it is clear that for

bL > bH /3

the

πb = (bL + bH )2 /16.
Second, for a given rating b
b, the seller's prot is a convex function π(bb) = bb2 /4, therefore she
babbling equilibrium is unavoidable and the seller gets expected prot

prefers as much information to be revealed as possible. As a result for
picks the fully informative equilibrium that delivers expected prot

bL ≤ bH /3 she always

πi = (b2L + b2H )/8 > πb .

The example illustrates that the seller favors information production by the certier.
However, when qualities are close,

bL > bH /3, and contingent transfers are not allowed the

certier cannot restrain from issuing a low rating, which in turn causes the equilibrium to
be uninformative. In the next section we show how the certier's fear of high ratings can
be alleviated if the seller promises to compensate him by monetary transfers. It turns out
that the certier being paid for issuing high ratings restores the credibility of these ratings

19 Here we allow for partial revelation hence we can have
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{bbL , bbH } =
6 {bL , bH }.

and resurrects informative equilibria.

2.2 Contingent contract
Now we solve for an optimal contract assuming that the seller can commit to a transfer

b
t(bb) for every rating bb ∈ B
b t(.)) is unambiguously
contract (B,

schedule that species a nonnegative payment to the certier
he issues. As before any equilibrium induced by the
characterized by equilibrium reports

bb(b) and payments t(bb).

We formulate a new incentive

compatibility constraint for the certier's reports to be implementable.

h
i
bb(b) ∈ arg max λS(b, bb) + t(bb) , ∀b ∈ [0, 1]

(2)

b
b
b∈B
Using the incentive compatibility, limited liability and Bayesian updating constraints we
write down the seller's maximization problem:

Problem 3.

i
´1 h
π(bb(b)) − t(bb(b)) db

max

{b
b(.),t(.)} 0

s.t
IC:

h
i
bb(b) ∈ argmax λS(b, bb) + t(bb) , ∀b ∈ [0, 1];
b
b
b∈B

LL: t(b
b) ≥ 0;
b.
RE: b
b = E(b|bb(b) = bb), ∀bb ∈ B
To characterize the optimal contract we extend the insights from Krishna-Morgan (2008)
to our environment.
Lemma 2. An optimal contract results in full revelation for high qualities and pooling over

intervals for low qualities:

bb(b) = b

qualities are pooled in intervals

for quality interval

[b∗ ; 1]

and on the interval

[0; b∗ )

[bk−1 ; bk ) ⊆ [0; b∗ ), k = 1, ..., K .

The proof can be found in the appendix. Intuitively the seller favors information production, but perfect revelation is costly because the certier demands high compensation for
revealing high quality. To economize on transfers the seller accepts some pooling for low
qualities and lowers the transfers for low ratings, this in turn lowers the transfers necessary
to induce the certier to issue a high rating.
Proposition 5.

If

α≤1

transfer for low qualities
for high qualities

b≥

then, the optimal contract commands a single rating with zero

b < b∗ (α, λ)

and perfectly revealing ratings with positive transfers
h
i
1
21+α −2−α+ 1+α
(1+α)2
∗
∗
b (α, λ); b (α, λ) = min (1+α)/λ+1+3α+α2 21+α −2−α , 1 .
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Proof.

Without loss of generality we can set

t1 = 0

and drop the limited liability

constraint for the rest of the ratings. Consider the less constrained seller's problem using
instantaneous prot adjusted for transfers

πA (b) = γβb1+α − γλbα , β =

1
1+α

+ λ 1+3α+α
(1+α)2

2

(this prot function incorporates (IC), for details see the proof of lemma 2).

Problem 4.

N
P

max

{bi ,ti }i=1,...,N i=1

πA ( bi +b2i−1 )(bi − bi−1 ) +

´1

πA (b)db +

bN

γλκ 1+α
b
21+α 1

− t1

s.t.
IC:

ti+1 − ti + λS(bi , bi +b2i+1 ) − λS(bi , bi +b2i−1 ) = 0, i = 1, ..., N ;

LL:

t1 = 0;

Given that

α ≤ 1

function for all

b ∈

the instantaneous prot adjusted for transfers

[0, 1], indeed πA00

the solution has

N ≥2

over the interval

[bN −1 , bN )

=γβ(1 + α)αb

α−1

+ γλα(1 − α)b

πA (b)
α−2

is a convex

≥ 0.

Suppose

coarse ratings, then a contract which induces perfect revelation

would increase prot, a contradiction. Hence there is at most


b∗ 1+α
b∗ α ∗
∗
one interval of pooling with a border point b . Optimizing (γβ
−
γλ
)b +
2
2
h 21+α −2−α+ 1
i
´1
λ
1+α
∗1+α
∗
∗
over b we obtain b = min
, 1 > 0 for
(γβb1+α − γλbα )db + 2γλκ
1+α b
β
21+α −2−α
b∗
α > 0, λ > 0.
The solution to the above problem delivers the optimal contract if it veries limited
liability constraint for all ratings.

b ∈ [b∗ , 1] we only
t(b∗ ) = λS(b∗ , bb1 ) − λS(b∗ , b∗ ) =

increasing for

1+α

α(2

Given that

need to check

γλ
21+α

b

∗1+α

− 1) ≤ α(2 + α + (1 + α)α/2) ≤ 1



t1 = 0

for

t(b∗ ) ≥ 
0.
1+α

b ∈ [0, b∗ )

and

t(bb)

is strictly

Incentive compatibility gives

1 − α(2(1+α)−1)
≥ 0, since for α ≤ 1 we have
2
2
+ 2α + α . Thus the solution involved delivers

the optimal contract QED.
Numerical solutions for a wide range of parameters show that a property similar to the
one stated in proposition 5 holds for

α > 1.

The interpretation of the bang-bang solution is that low quality applicants with

b∗ (α, λ)

b <

receive low imprecise quality assessments (rejections) and pay nothing, while ap-

plicants with

b ≥ b∗ (α, λ)

receive fully revealing ratings

bb = b

and pay increasingly high

transfers for these ratings. The nature of the optimal contract is intuitive. In the absence
of a limited liability constraint

t(.) ≥ 0,

an optimal contract would lead to perfect reve-

lation since both parties benet from more information. However, with limited liability
such a contract implies a very high expected payment to the certier and is too expensive
for the seller. Given that transfers increase additively

tm = t1 + f (bb(.))

the best way for

the seller to economize on the expected transfers is to pay nothing for the lowest rating

t1 = 0,

and increase the probability

Theorem 1. For

α≤1

b1

of this ratings being issued.

the optimal contract leads to less information production when
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the certier is more protective of the buyer: the threshold
Proof. If

λ,

b∗ (α, λ) < 1

otherwise
When

λ

b∗ (α, λ) ∼

then

b∗ (α, λ) = 1

∂b∗ (α,λ)
∂λ

and

b∗ (α, λ)

weakly increases with

λ.

(1+α)2
which is an increasing function of
(1+α)/λ+1+3α+α2

=0

QED.

increases the certier becomes tougher with the seller and demands higher

compensation for precise ratings. Consequently the seller prefers a contract where a large
set of qualities is associated with the cheap imprecise rating.

Example with

b ∈ {bL , bH }

and

F (x) = x.

From the previous section we know that if

bL ≤ bH /3 perfect revelation prevails without
bL > bH /3 and consider
certier issuing rating b
bL with

any transfers, so the seller can't do better with transfers. Suppose
as before an informative equilibrium

bi = {bbL , bbH }
B

with

p when actual quality is bH . (IC) for bH
λ
(b − bbH )bbH + λ8 bb2H + tH . As long as the certier is
2 H

probability

type has no bite and it is optimal to set

tL = 0.

λ
(b
2 H

− bbL )bbL + λ8 bb2L + tL ≤

downward biased, (IC) for the low

Bayes' rule states

tH =

and rewriting (IC) for the high type we get

writes

λ
(b
8 H

bbH = bH , bbL =

− bbL )(3bbL − bH ).

bL +pbH
1+p

Given that

p

unambiguously determines equilibrium and we let the seller choose an equilibrium, we
b
b2L
b2
1+p b
can write her maximization problem max πi (p) =
+ 1−p
( 4H − tH ), s.t. IC and
2
4
2
p∈[0,1]
Bayes' rule. Substituting for

tH

and

p

max

we reformulate the problem

b
bL ∈[bL ,(bL +bH )/2]

πi (bbL ) =

i
+ b2H − (bH + bbL )(bbL − bL ) − λ2 (bH + bL − 2bbL )(3bbL − bH )). We obtain FOC ∂∂π
=
b
bL

2
2bL − 2bH + λ(12bbL − 5bH − 3bL ) ≷ 0 and SOC ∂∂bbπ2i = 3λ
> 0, hence the solution is
4

1 b2
(b
8 L
1
16



L

bbL = bL over

− λ8 (bH − bL )(3bL − bH ) ≥ πb = 14

bang-bang. The seller prefers the informative equilibrium

bbL =

bL +bH
when
2

πi =

b2L

1
2 4

+

1
2



b2H

the babbling one

bL +bH 2
which is
2

4
1+λ
equivalent to bL ≤
b . When contingent contracts are allowed the seller incentivizes
1+3λ H
1+λ
the certier to reveal all the information for bL ≤
b at the same time noncontingent
1+3λ H
1+λ
contracts lead to full revelation only if bL ≤ bH /3 <
b , ∀λ > 0, thus contingent
1+3λ H
contacts facilitate information production.

bbi ,
1
8

The buyers' expected surplus is convex in

2
2
1 bL
1 bH
therefore the buyers prefer the informative equilibrium ESi =
+
> EUb =
2 8
2 8

bL +bH 2
and, hence, they are better o with contingent contracts. The certier also
2

favors contingent contracts since in this case on top of the improved buyers' welfare he
benets from the positive payments. In other words we have illustrated that contingent
public contracts facilitate information production and increase welfare of all parties.
In the next section we perform a robustness check allowing the initial contract to be
negotiated by parties.
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2.3 Contract negotiations
Suppose that the certier and the seller negotiate the initial contract
the certier learns the quality (both parties are uninformed).
´1
´1

UE = λ S(b, bb)db + TE
TE =

´1

for the certier and

interests

for the seller, here

0

t(bb(b))db

0

before

The expected payos are

π(bb(b))db − TE

πE =

0

{bb(.), t(.)}

´1

is the expected payment. Ex ante the parties have congruent intrinsic

α
1+α

S(b, bb)db =

0
once the size of

TE

´1

π(bb(b))db

(see remark 3), therefore the negotiation is trivial

0

has been decided. Indeed given the constraint

´1

t(bb(b))db = TE

the same

0
contract

{bb(.), t(.)}TE

maximizes both

UE

and

πE .

Thus to accommodate for negotiation

it suces to maximize the seller's prot (problem (3)) with an additional constraint on
´1
the expected payment

t(bb(b))db ≥ T

, with parameter

T ≥ 0

being a measure of the

0
certier's bargaining power.

Problem 5.

max
{b
b(.),t(.)}

´1 h

i
b
b
π(b(b)) − t(b(b)) db

0

s.t

h
i
b
b
b
IC: b(b) ∈ arg max λS(b, b) + t(b) , ∀b ∈ [0, 1];
b
b
b∈B

t(bb) ≥ 0;
b;
RE: b
b = E(b|bb(b) = bb), ∀bb ∈ B
´1
Negotiation:
t(bb(b))db ≥ T .
LL:

0

{bb(.), t(.)}∗∗
and the contract unilaterally designed by the seller studied in the previous section {b
b(.), t(.)}∗ .
The following theorem establishes a link between the optimal negotiated contract

Theorem 2. For

α ≤ 1

the optimal negotiated contract

optimal contract unilaterally proposed by the seller

{bb(.), t(.)}∗∗

{bb(.), t(.)}∗

corresponds to an

to a certier with

λ0 ≤ λ:

∗
b
{bb(b)}∗∗
λ ≡ {b(b)}λ0 .
The proof can be found in the appendix. Intuitively the information revelation is costly
and it is always the seller who pays for it.

She purchases a lot of information either

when she is compelled to do so because of certier's high bargaining power, or when
she voluntary decides to do so because the certier is not very buyer-protective and it is
inexpensive to compensate him. Indeed if the seller were to design the contract unilaterally
and the certier were less buyer-protective
revelation according to the theorem 1.

λ0 < λ, the seller would induce more information

Alternatively a certier with a high bargaining
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power

T

requires some extra compensation and both parties agree to use this compensation

to elicit more information since this augments their payos.
The results obtained in section 2 hinge on the assumption that contracts are public and
so the buyers observe the incentives the certier is facing. In section 3 we explain what
happens if it is not the case.

3 Private contracts
In this section we assume that the transfer

t(.)

proposed to the certier is not observed

by the buyers. In order to interpret the ratings properly the buyers must form rational
expectations about the equilibrium contract

te (.).

This restricts the set of contracts that

can be supported in equilibrium because the contract must fulll buyers' expectations ex
post

t(.) = te (.).

One can easily verify that for this environment the modied revelation

principle holds and considering direct mechanisms without loss of generality.
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As an introduction for this section let us consider an example with two quality levels.

3.1 Example with b ∈ {bL, bH } and F (x) = x.
Consider a fully informative equilibrium
tions it can occur.
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Denote by

teH

bi = {bL , bH },
B

and let's check under what condi-

an equilibrium expectation of a transfer oered for the

high rating. Since in the fully informative equilibrium Bayesian beliefs are

bbL = bL

and

bbH = bH incentive compatibility constraints become te ≥ λ (bH − bL )(3bL − bH ) for the
H
8
λ
e
high type and tH ≤ (bH − bL )(3bH − bL ) for the low type. The seller's expected prot is
8
b2L
b2
1b
1 b
given by π =
+ 2 ( 4H − tH ). Observe that the seller's choice of tH does not aect bbL and
2 4
bbH that depend only on te , hence in equilibrium it must be the case that the seller does
H
not want to deviate and increase

tH

in order to enhance the chances of getting the high

rating. The high type already issues a high rating and we need to check the low type. If
the certier has observed

bL ,

0
he agrees to issue a high rating if tH

> λ8 (bH − bL )(3bH − bL );

the seller would promise such a transfer if her prot would increase

t0H <

b2H
4

−

b2L
. Com4

bining these inequalities we get a necessary condition for the fully informative equilibrium

3λ−2
b . As was shown in the previous
2+λ H
1+λ
section the seller prefers this equilibrium over the babbling one if bL <
b . In prin1+3λ H
to be implementable with private contracts:

bL ≤

ciple other equilibria are potentially feasible with the low (high) type mixing between the
ratings, however these equilibria require the seller getting the same prot for any rating

20 Indeed, remark 1 is still valid: all the relevant information is embedded in the quality expectation b
b.
21 Later on we show that partially informative equilibria are never implemented.
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π(bbH ) =

b
b2H
4

− tH = π(bbL ) =

b
b2L
, because otherwise she would increase (decrease)
4

tH

to

increase (decrease) the probability of getting the high rating. This in turn implies that in
these equilibria the seller gets less in terms of expected prot than in the babbling equi2
1
H
H
librium π = π(b
bH ) + 12 π(bbL ) = bb2L /4 < πb = 41 bL +b
because b
bL = bL < bL +b
. Thus
2
2
2
she never implements these equilibria.

Figure 2: Informative equilibrium under dierent contracts

bL
bH

000
111
111
000

1

− public contingent contract
− private contingent contract
− noncontingent contract

1
3

0

λ
1+λ
b (area
1+3λ H
1+λ
below the bold line on gure 1), this is also the case with private contracts if
b ≤
1+3λ H
√
√
3λ−2
b ⇔ λ ≥ 3+8 41 . However, if λ < 3+8 41 the informative equilibrium under private
2+λ H
3λ−2
1+λ
contacts is implemented less often bL ≤
b < 1+3λ
bH . This is so because a certier
2+λ H
With public contracts the informative equilibrium is implemented if

with a low

λ

bL <

does not care about buyers that much and can be easily convinced to issue

the high rating even when actual quality is low; buyers anticipate this and do not trust
certier's ratings, as a result the informative equilibrium ceases to exist. Figure 2 illustrates
when the informative equilibrium is implemented for dierent types of contracts available
depending on

λ.

On the vertical axis we have the ratio

bL /bH

and

λ on the horizontal one.

3.2 General case
The seller's ability to induce a babbling equilibrium by walking away from the certier is
crucial for the subsequent analysis. This follows from our assumption that the seller is not
informed when she applies for certication. If this is not the case, then a seller who didn't
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apply may be believed to be of a low quality as in Lizzeri (1999). In such an environment
the seller can be worse o from having a certier around.
We proceed with a general analysis of private contracts. The set of ratings
lic. However the buyers do not observe the proposed

e

t (bb)

t(bb)

b
B

is pub-

directly but form expectations

that ought to be fullled in equilibrium. Suppose buyers anticipate the equilibrium

reporting strategy, which maps actual qualities

b̂e (b).

b ∈ [0, 1]

into the set of ratings

b,
B

to be

In a perfect Bayesian equilibrium, it must be in the best interest of the seller to

t(bb) = te (bb) to the certier that induce reportings bb(b) = bbe (b). In other
expectations b
be (b) must be robust to possible hidden contract manipulations by the

propose transfers
words

seller. Formally, let transfers
Problem 6.

t∗ (bb)

and associated reportings

bb∗ (b)

solve

h
i
max E π(bb(b)) − t(bb(b))

{b
b(.),t(.)}

s.t.
IC:

h
i
bb(b) ∈ arg max λS(b, bb) + t(bb) ,∀b ∈ [0, 1];
b
b
b∈B

LL:

t(bb) ≥ 0.

In equilibrium, the solution to problem 6 must satisfy

b (b) in
b
b .22
any b ∈ B

over the equilibrium reporting strategy
expectations b
b = E(b|bbe (b) = bb)

for

be

(bb∗ (.), t∗ (.)) = (bbe (.), te (.)).

More-

itself must be consistent with rational

(bbe (b), te (bb)) satissatises (b
b∗ (b), t∗ (bb)) =

We say that the pair

es the non-manipulability constraint (NM) if it solves problem 6,

b . We denote the set of all such pairs by
(bbe (b), te (bb)) and bb = E(b|bbe (b) = bb) for any bb ∈ B
Bb, thus a reporting bb(b) respects the NM constraint i (bb(b), t(bb)) ∈ Bb. The set Bb is non
empty because the reporting b
b(b) = 1/2, ∀b ∈ [0, 1] and transfer t = 0 that lead to the
uninformative equilibrium belong to it. Indeed the seller cannot benet from bribing the
certier if ratings

bb 6= 1/2

generate expectations at most equal to

1/2.

Proposition 6. The non-manipulability constraint prohibits intervals of full revelation if

λ 6=

1+α
.
1−α−α2

Proof. The non-manipulability constraint can be reformulated as
1
 
´
be

b (b) ∈ argmax
b̂(.)

π(b̂) − (U (b) − λS(b, b̂)) db

0

s.t.
IC:
LL:

bb ∈ B
b ; U̇ = λSb (b, b̂);
U (b) ≥ λS(b, b̂).

22 To see why the latter constraint is important suppose that the buyers expect b
be (b)
the solution to problem 6 delivers b
b∗ (b) = 1, b ∈ [0, 1]. It is clear that such
compatible with rational expectations because E(b|b
be (b) = 1) = E(b) < 1.
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= 1, b ∈ [0, 1]

and

a reporting strategy is not

bb = E(b|bbe (b) = bb), ∀bb ∈ B
b.

Here U (b) =
b
b
max[λS(b, b) + t(b)] is the certier's utility. Dene the corresponding functional J =
b
be
b∈B


1
´
π(b̂) − (U (b) − λS) + φ(b)(U (b) − λS) + p(b)(λSb − U̇ ) db. Suppose buyers expect perRatings respect rational expectations:

0
fect revelation

bb(b) = b

for some interval

maximize the instantaneous prot
the (IC)

t(.)

b ∈ (b, b).

ṗ = −∂H/∂U = 1 − φ(b)
λ 6=

π(bb) =

γ b1+α
b ,
1+α

+ λαṗ = 0.

we get

ṗ = 1

must
From

t(.) > 0 and φ(b) = 0 for any
S(b, bb) = γbbα (b − κbb) we get

b + λ(αb − (1 + α)κb) + λαp(b) = 0

1+α+α2
)
1+α

bb ∈ [b, b]

π(b̂) − (U (b) − λS) + φ(b)(U (b) − λS) + p(b)λSb .

Deriving FOC and substituting

1 + λ(α −

violated if

then for this interval reports

is strictly increasing over this interval, hence,

a necessary condition
requires

[b, b],

b ∈ (b, b),

for

which in turn

Given that the co-state variable has to satisfy
for

b ∈ (b, b),

hence the necessary condition is

1+α
QED.
1−α−α2

If buyers were to expect perfect revelation for some qualities, then the seller would
elicit inated or deated ratings depending on the demand elasticity and the buyerprotectiveness of the certier.

bbe (b) that has no intervals of perfect revelation and
b . Such a strategy is fully characterized by border
RE: b
b = E(b|bbe (b) = bb), ∀bb ∈ B

Now consider a reporting strategy
satises
points

{bei }i=0,...,N

and we obtain

1+α
the non-manipulability constraint requires
1+α+α2
e
the highest rating to be issued in more than 50% of cases (bN −1 < 1/2).

Proposition 7. If the certier is lax

λ<

The proof is in the appendix. This observation is intuitive, the seller wants to increase
the probability of getting the highest rating and oers a generous payment for it. A lax
certier puts little weight on the buyers' welfare, therefore he issues the highest rating for
a wide range of qualities

(bN −1 , 1].

In other words the highest rating is inated which is

in a sharp contrast with the public contracts case where we had perfect revelation on the
top and pooling at the bottom.
The key dierence with public contracts is that the reporting being implemented
has no direct eect on Bayesian updating
done using the anticipated reporting

bbe (b).

bb = E(b|bbe (b) = bb).

Instead the updating is

In case of public contracts the choice of

had an immediate eect on interpretation of expected qualities

bb(b)

bb = E(b|bb(b) = bb)

bb(b)

and the

seller had no possibility to manipulate the contract, hence there was no (NM) constraint.
Taking into account the (NM) constraint, the seller's maximization problem becomes:
Problem 7.

h
i
max E π(bb(b)) − t(bb(b))
(b
b(.),t(.))

s.t. NM:

(bb(.), t(.)) ∈ Bb.
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We are unable to characterize the optimal contract analytically, since we do not know
much about the set

Bb.

We know that this set is not empty and that functions

bb(b)

in

this set are monotone (lemma 1) and piecewise constant (proposition 6). Each admissible
function

bb(b)

determines

t(bb)

the (NM) constraint requires

up to a constant through the (IC). It is easy to see that

t(bb) = 0

otherwise the seller prefers to lower

t(.)

for some

bb ∈ B
b

and the constant is determined,

uniformly. Therefore eectively the maximization

in problem 7 is over a subset of picewise constant monotone functions

bb(.)

satisfying the

(NM). In case this subset is innite the maximum might not exist.
The results for general specication under private contracts are limited and mostly
negative. We proceed by alluding to the example with

b ∈ {bL , bH } and F (x) = x whenever

the optimal private contract is concerned.

4 Welfare analysis
The social welfare computed as a sum of the expected buyers' surplus, seller's prot and
certier's payo is directly linked to the amount of information produced in equilibrium.
This is so because all parties in our framework are information loving as follows from
proposition 3 and remark 3. For a given reporting rule
i
´1 h

W (bb(.)) =

S(bb(x)) + π(bb(x)) + λS(bb(x)) dx = (1 +

0
diately obtain

bb(.)

the expected social welfare is
1
(1+λ)α ´
)
π(bb(x))dx and we imme1+α
0

Proposition 8. The utilitarian social planner is information loving.

This proposition has several implications.
Corollary 2. For

α≤1

in case of public contracts the social welfare increases when 1)

the certier becomes less buyer protective (λ decreases), 2) parties negotiate the contract
and the certier has high bargaining power.
Proof.

From theorems 1 and 2 follows that low

λ

and high bargaining power of the

certier improve information revelation, hence by proposition 8 welfare increases QED.
Corollary 3. Public contingent contracts dominate noncontingent contracts from the social

welfare perspective.
Proof. The noncontingent contract is a special case of a public contingent contract. If an
information loving seller prefers the contingent contract over the noncontingent one even
though the former requires positive payment from her, then the expected social welfare,
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which is proportional to the gross prot of the seller, is the highest under the public
contingent contract QED.
Numerical solutions and the example with two quality levels indicate that the private
contract leads to a lower welfare than the public contract.

Yet one might think of cir-

cumstances when the private contract outperforms the public one, for instance when the
certier is very buyer-protective (highλ) the seller prefers not to pay for any information
under the public contract but might not resist the temptation to get a high rating under
the private contract. Unfortunately we are not able to resolve this question decisively due
to our limited knowledge of the outcomes under the private contract. Relative performance
of the private contract and the noncontingent contract is also ambiguous. If the certier is
suciently tough with the seller (high

λ)

then the private contract might outperform the

noncontingent contract. In the striped area on gure 4 the seller's net prot for the private
contract is higher than for the noncontingent contract, social welfare is proportional to the
gross seller's prot and, hence, is also higher for the private contract. In the example with
two qualities this case corresponds to the striped area above the horizontal line on gure
2.

If, on the other hand, the certier is lax (low

λ)

the noncontingent contract might

be preferred, this corresponds to the striped area on the left below the horizontal line on
gure 2.
Corollary 4. If the social planner with the utilitarian objective function

W (bb(.))

were

to choose the contract and faced no shadow cost of public funds, she would induce full
information revelation

bb(b) = b.

Proof. Indeed transfers paid to the certier play a purely redistributive role and do not
aect total welfare, at the same time

W (bb(.))

is maximized when

bb(b)

is fully revealing

QED.
In the general case, the optimal contract proposed by the seller does not lead to the full
revelation and the information is under-provided compared with the rst best. This is so
because the seller bears all the costs of information production but does not internalize
a fraction of the surplus which accrues to the buyers. One way to get closer to the rst
best is to ask buyers to pay the certier for his services, which would require buyers to
commit to contingent payments.

Given the free rider problem and lack of commitment

on the buyers' side such a scheme is unlikely to succeed. An alternative regulation which
might appear controversial at a rst glance calls for subsidizing the seller's certication
expenses. Indeed if contracts are public and the seller receives a subsidy for each dollar
spent on certication, she induces more information production in equilibrium and social
welfare improves.
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5 Extensions
Thus far we assumed that the seller is uninformed, and that the certier is monopolistic and
learns the product's quality at no cost. In this section we relax these assumptions. First,
we generalize our analysis to the case of informed seller. Second, we let the seller choose
among multiple certiers, then we study the moral hazard on the part of the certier.

5.1 Informed seller
Before it was mentioned that one can interpret the contract optimal from the point of
view of the uninformed seller as a contract that suits the representative seller the best.
Suppose the certier faces an informed seller and certies her in accordance with the
optimal contract under contingent public fee

b t(.)).
(B,

If the optimal contract leads to

complete pooling (uninformative equilibrium), there is no certication. This happens when

λ > λ∗ =

(1+α)(21+α −2−α)
(see proposition 5). If
1+3α+α2 −α21+α

optimal contract commands the same rating
that have quality below
increasing in

bb

the applicant if

b∗ ,

λ ≤ λ∗ the certication is informative. The
bb = b∗ /2 and no payment for all applicants

and perfectly revealing ratings

for applicants that have quality above

b ∈ [0, b∗ )

and gives her the rating

b ∈ [b∗ , 1] and gives the rating bb = b.
b = {b∗ /2} ∪ [b∗ , 1].
is B
Consider the certication game.

b

∗

.

bb = b

and payments that are

The certier does not charge

bb = b∗ /2,

while he charges her

The seller learns her quality

the seller applies the certier learns quality

b ∈ [0, 1]

and decides

s : [0, 1] → {a, na}.
b , his strategy
rating b
b ∈ B

rating

b

and issues a

The buyers can face a seller who has a rating from the certier

or a seller who has no rating

b ∪ {na})
m ∈ M ≡ (B

with a density function
Having acquired rating

if

Thus the set of ratings possibly issued by the certier

whether to apply (a) for certication or not (na), her strategy is

bb : [0, 1] → B
b.

t(bb)

m = na.

The buyer's beliefs

If
is

b
m = bb ∈ B

b ∪ {na}) → ∆([0, 1])
(B

dene a probability distribution over the qualities
´1

for each

b ∈ [0, 1]

µ(b|m),
m

µ(b|m)db = 1. The rest of the game proceeds as before.
0
+
the seller sets the price P : M → R . The buyers decide

how much to buy, their decisions generate a market demand

D : R+ × M → R+ .

Finally

payos are realized. We look for a subgame perfect Bayesian-Nash equilibrium of the game

(s(b), bb(b), D(P, m), P (m), µ(b|m)).
Theorem 3.

If

λ ≤ λ∗ =

(1+α)(21+α −2−α)
and the certication is carried out in accor1+3α+α2 −α21+α

dance with the optimal contract under contingent public fee

b t(.)),
(B,

equilibrium where an informed seller applies for certication i
Proof.

then there exists an

b ∈ [b∗ , 1].

Proposition 5 implies that the optimal contract with contingent public fee in-
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1
21+α −2−α+ 1+α
(1+α)2
≤ 1 ⇔ λ ≤
(1+α)/λ+1+3α+α2
21+α −2−α
2
1+α
guarantees 1 + 3α + α − α2
> 0 and λ∗ > 0).

duces informative certication i

(1+α)(21+α −2−α)
(note that
1+3α+α2 −α21+α

α≤1

As before for any rating

m

b∗ =

the market equilibrium

(D∗ , P ∗ )

λ∗ =

is pinned down by the

∗
Suppose that equilibrium beliefs µ (b|m) are such
´1
b issued by the certier E(b|bb) = bµ∗ (b|bb)dx = bb. Also suppose
that for any rating b
b∈B
0
´1 ∗
that for m = na we have E(b|na) =
bµ (b|na)dx = b∗ /2. Under the optimal contract
0
b t(.)) the certier's equilibrium reporting strategy is bb = b∗ /2 for b ∈ [0, b∗ ) and bb = b
(B,
expected quality of the product

for

b ∈ [b∗ , 1].

E(b|m).

b∗ .

Consider a seller of quality
this case she receives

π(b∗ ) =

If she does not apply

m =

γ
(b∗ /2)1+α .
(1+α)


She gets

and

∗

µ (b|m).
rating b
b = b∗

that this behavior is compatible with beliefs

π(b∗ /2) =

b ∈ [b∗ , 1]

It remains to show that the seller applies for certication i

if she applies for certication, in

γλ ∗1+α 1+3α+α2
α
1+α
( (1+α)2 − (1+α)
b
).
22
21+α
∗
na, she is perceived to have quality b /2 and her prot is
1+α
γ
and pays
b∗
(1+α)

t(b∗ ) =

Thus her prot changes by

∆=π(b∗ ) − t(b∗ ) − π(b∗ /2) =


1+α
21+α − 1 − λ(1 + α − α(21+α−1) ) =

1+α
γ
b∗
(1+α)21+α

1+α
γ
λα
b∗
) − λ(1
(21+α − 1)(1 + 1+α
(1+α)21+α
1+α
(1+α)(2
−1)
∗
. But then we have λ ≤ λ∆ , that
The seller applies if ∆ ≥ 0 ⇔λ ≤ λ∆ =
1+3α+α2 −α21+α
∗
is whenever the certication is informative the seller of quality b prefers to apply for

certication.
Consider a seller with

b ∈ (b∗ , 1].

prot net of the transfer for

λγ
b
(1+α)2

∗1+α

−t(b∗ ).

λ ≤ 1 + α.

Indeed since

b ∈ [0, b∗ )

certication,

∗

b ∈ [b , 1]

is given by

The prot weakly increases with

Thus a seller of quality
If

If she applies she gets rating

bb = b.

π(b) − t(b) =

b if λ ≤ 1+α.

b ∈ [b , 1]

−

Given that

α ≤ 1 from 21+α ≤ 3 + α follows that λ∗ =
∗

Thus the seller's

γ
b1+α
1+α

λγ
b1+α
(1+α)2

+

α ≤ 1 we have

(1+α)(21+α −2−α)
1+3α+α2 −α21+α

≤ 1 + α.

prefers to apply for certication.

the seller is indierent about certication. If the seller does not apply for

m = na, E(b|na) = b∗ /2

and her prot is

applies for certication, she gets the rating

∗

bb = b /2

assume that in this case the seller does not apply:
It remains to show that beliefs

µ∗ (b|m)

π(na) = π(b∗ /2).

and the same prot

s = na

for

If the seller

π(b∗ /2).

We

∗

b ∈ [0, b ).

are consistent with Bayesian updating. Given

b ∈ [b∗ , 1]

apply for certication and the certier's reports b
b = b, these reports
´1 ∗
are consistent with E(b|b
b) = bµ (b|bb)dx = bb. Sellers b ∈ [0, b∗ ) do not apply for certi0
cation, hence rating b
b = b∗ /2 is never issued by the certier and we can set the beliefs to

that sellers

satisfy
(s

E(b|bb = b∗ /2) = b∗ /2.

= na)

Given that all sellers
´1

the beliefs satisfying

0
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do not apply for certication

bµ∗ (b|na)dx = b∗ /2

E(b|s = na) =

Bayesian updating QED.

b ∈ [0, b∗ )

are compatible with


+ α) .

Theorem 3 states that a representative informed seller can prefer the contract optimal
from the point of view of the uninformed seller as a common business practice.

Indeed

such a business practice can induce the certication which maximizes the prot of the
representative seller. Unfortunately the contract

b t(.))
(B,

does not guarantee the informa-

tive certication in the game described above because multiple equilibria are possible, for
instance the uninformative equilibrium where sellers do not apply for certication always
exists. Indeed suppose beliefs are such that for any rating issued by the certier (b
b
we have

E(b|bb) < 1/2.

expected quality

b ∈ [0, 1].

While the seller who has no rating (m

E(b|na) = 1/2.

= na)

b)
∈B

is perceived to have

Then no seller applies for certication, that is

s = na

for

The beliefs are consistent with Bayesian updating.

5.2 Forum shopping
Consider a continuum of certiers with dierent degrees of buyer-protectiveness
that are known to all parties.
to signing the contract.

λ ∈ [0, ∞)

Now the seller can choose the certier she prefers prior

After the seller has picked the certier the game proceeds as

before. We assume that each certier issues public ratings observed by all potential buyers.
Consider the noncontingent contract rst.
Proposition 9. If payments cannot be conditioned on ratings the seller is indierent

among certiers.
Proposition 9 follows directly from proposition 4. If transfers are not contingent the seller
cannot aect the certier's incentives and she pays zero for all ratings. When transfers are
zero certier's ability to reveal information is determined by his intrinsic bias. This bias is
pinned down by the monopolistic mark-up
parameter

α

P = b/(1 + α)

which depends on the elasticity

only and, hence, is the same for all certiers independently of

λ.

As a result

the certier's reportings and the seller's expected payo are independent of the certier's
buyer-protectiveness

λ.

Put dierently, from the seller's point of view it does not matter

how much the certier values buyers' surplus compared to transfers, if the transfers are
required not to intervene with the certier's reporting incentives.
Proposition 10. Under a public contingent contract the seller hires the least buyer-

protective certier (λP B

= 0).

λ1 < λ2 , suppose the seller contracts with the more buyerprotective certier and designs an optimal contingent contract {b
b(.), t(.)}∗ . Then the seller
Proof. Consider two certiers

can get higher prots by approaching the less buyer-protective certier with a contract that
species

bb(.) = bb(.)∗

and

t(.) =

λ1
t(.)∗ . Since
λ2
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{bb(.), t(.)}∗

satises incentive compatibility

i
h
bb(b) ∈ arg max λ2 S(b, bb) + t(bb)∗ , ∀b ∈ [0, 1] the modied contract satises
b
b
b∈B
h
i
incentive compatibility for λ1 certier b
b(b) ∈ arg max λ1 S(b, bb) + λλ21 t(bb)∗ , ∀b ∈ [0, 1]. But

for

λ2

certier

b
b
b∈B
the modied contract requires lower expected payment from the seller

´1

t(bb(b))db,

λ1
λ2

´1

t(bb(b))db ≤

0

therefore the seller favors the certier who is less buyer-protective. For small

0
but positive

λ2

expected payment

´1

t(bb(b))db

is positive and the inequality is strict, thus
0
the seller strictly prefers to contract with a certier with λ = 0 QED.
Intuitively for the seller it is cheap to induce information revelation when the certier

cares little about the buyers.

In this case the certier's intrinsic bias due to monopoly

pricing can be easily compensated by small payments. As a result in the absence of other
concerns, the seller picks the certier who cares about the buyers the least. Expectedly,
this reasoning is not valid when the contract is private.
Lemma 3. If the contract is private a certier with

λ = 0 cannot make any credible quality

announcement except the prior, the babbling equilibrium prevails.
Proof. Suppose the certier issues several ratings

bbi , i = 1, ..., N

for i = 1, ..., N .
bbi∗ = argmax[π(bbi ) − t]. If

ity. Given that he only cares about the payment we must have
Pick the rating with the highest net prot to the seller

with positive probabil-

t(bbi ) = t
b
bi

π(bbi∗ ) > π(bbj ), for some j then increasing t(bbi∗ ) by an innitely small amount delivers π(b
bi∗ ) − t for sure to the seller, a protable deviation. Therefore π(bbi∗ ) = π(bbi ) for
i = 1, ..., N
i = 1, ..., N ,

which implies

bbi = bbj , for any i, j .

But then Bayes' rule requires

E(b|bbi ) = 1/2,

that is all ratings are uninformative QED.

Corollary 5. In case of private contracts the seller either contracts with a certier who

is buyer-protective (λP R

> 0)

or does not hire a certier at all.

This result follows immediately from the lemma. A lax certier (λ

= 0)

produces no

information to the market, hence the seller may as well sell her product unrated. A buyerprotective certier (λ

> 0),

who is able to issue credible ratings can be of positive value

for the seller as the analysis below illustrates.

Example with

b ∈ {bL , bH }

and

F (x) = x.

In section 3.1 it was shown that if

1
4

3λ−2
b the bubbling equilibrium prevails, hence
2+λ H

2(bH +bL )
are of no interest to the seller and her expected prot is
3bH −bL

2
2(bH +bL )
bL +bH
. On the other hand if the seller picks a certier with λ ≥
>0
2
3bH −bL

certiers with

πb =

bL >

λ <

she can implement the informative equilibrium. From the previous analysis we know that
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whenever

bL ≤ bH /3

expected prot is

the informative equilibrium is implemented without payments and

πi =

2

2

1 bL +bH
2
4

> πb ,

hence the seller is happy with any

λP R ≥

2(bH +bL )
.
3bH −bL

bL > bH /3 the seller promises a transfer tH = λ8 (bH −bL )(3bL −bH ) and gets expected

2
2
1 bL +bH
1 λ
prot πi =
−
(b
−
b
)(3b
−
b
)
which decreases with λ and is higher than πb
H
L
L
H
2
4
2 8
When

bH −bL
. Consequently the seller prefers to contract with a certier whose buyer3bL −bH
2(bH +bL )
protectiveness is just enough to implement the informative equilibrium λP R =
3bH −bL
bH −bL
if this equilibrium delivers higher prot than the babbling one λP R ≤
⇔ bL ≤
3bL −bH
10
10
√
b . Conversely when bL > 7+√149 bH the highest prot the seller can attain with
7+ 149 H
only if

λ≤

any certier is the bubbling equilibrium prot, hence, she does not hire a certier at all
(one might think that there is a small cost of applying for certication).
the seller's preferences over certiers are as follows:
H +bL )
λP R = 2(b
,
3bH −bL

if

10
b ]; λP R = ∅
bL ∈ (0, 7+√
149 H

if

λP R ∈

H +bL )
[ 2(b
, ∞) if
3bH −bL

To sum up,

bL ∈ [0, 13 bH ];

10
bL ∈ ( 7+√
b , b ).
149 H H

If the certier cares little about the buyers and the contract is private, the seller can not
resist the temptation to oer very generous payment to the certier, hoping to receive a
high rating with high probability. However, with rational buyers this temptation leads to
imprecise ratings and the seller gets a low expected prot from dealing with a certier who
is not tough enough. In order to commit not to oer generous payments for high ratings
the seller contracts with a buyer-protective certier

λP R > 0.

However, the tougher the

certier the more expensive it is to compensate him for his intrinsic bias (see the proof of
previous proposition). It might happen that the certier who is tough enough to reduce the
seller's temptation to inate ratings is so expensive to compensate that the seller prefers

λ ∈ [0, ∞)

to sell the product unrated. In this case no certier with

is adequate to the

seller's needs.

5.3 Moral hazard
Here we take our simplied set-up with
contingent contracts.

b ∈ {bL , bH }, F (x) = x

and consider public

Throughout the analysis we assumed that the certier learns the

actual quality of the product

b

at no cost. Suppose now that after the certier and the

seller have signed the contract the certier decides whether to acquire a perfect signal
about the actual quality

b ∈ {bL , bH } at a cost c > 0,

or shirk and remain uninformed. We

restrict the analysis to public contingent contracts.
Proposition 11. In the presence of moral hazard the optimal contract induces the in-

formative equilibrium and commands

tH = t∗H , tL = 0

if

1
(b − bL )2 , and induces the babbling equilibrium with
16 H
t∗H = max[2c + λ8 (bH − bL )(3bL − bH ), 0].
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t∗H ≤

λ 2
(b
8 H

− b2L )

tH = tL = 0

and

t∗H <

otherwise, here

Proof. Consider the informative equilibrium where the certier acquires the signal and
reports truthfully. For reports to be truthful the transfer for the high rating must satisfy
(IC)

λ
(b
8 H

− bL )(3bL − bH ) ≤ tH ≤ λ8 (bH − bL )(3bH − bL ).

payo can be computed as

U (c, tH ) =

The certier's ex ante expected

1λ 2
b + 12 ( λ8 b2H + tH ) − c. Suppose the certier decides
28 L

to shirk and acquires no information. When he issues a rating his quality expectation is

bL +bH
λ
λ 2
, hence, he reports bL whenever (E(b) − bL ) · bL + bL ≥
2
2
8
λ
λ 2
λ 2
2
(E(b)−bH )·bH + 8 bH +tH (equivalent to tH ≤ 8 (bH −bL )) and he reports bH otherwise. The
2
λ
certier's ex ante expected payo from shirking is U (0, tH ) = (2bH − bL ) · bL + max[tH −
8
λ 2
2
(b − bL ), 0]. In equilibrium the certier must choose to acquire information, hence the
8 H
t
λ
λ 2
2
following inequality must hold c ≤ H − (bH −bL )(3bL −bH )−max[tH − (bH −bL ), 0]. The
2
16
8
2
2
b
1 bL
seller's expected prot πi =
+ 21 ( 4H −tH ) decreases with tH , for this reason she sets high
2 4
equal to the prior

tH

E(b) =

only if this is necessary to incentivize the certier either to acquire information (moral

hazard) or to reveal it truthfully (IC). It is easy to see that the seller would never set tH

>

λ 2
(b
8 H

− b2L ) because of the moral hazard prime only. At the same time (IC) commands at
λ 2
λ 2
λ
2
2
most tH = (bH −bL )(3bL −bH ) < (bH −bL ), therefore in equilibrium tH ≤ (bH −bL ). The
8
8
8
moral hazard constraint implies (IC) tH
Denote

≥ 2c+ λ8 (bH −bL )(3bL −bH ) > λ8 (bH −bL )(3bL −bH ).

t∗H = max[2c + λ8 (bH − bL )(3bL − bH ), 0],

in equilibrium the seller sets

tH = t∗H ,

tL = 0 provided that t∗H ≤ λ8 (b2H −b2L ) and her expected prot is higher than in the bubbling

1
1 bL +bH 2
⇔t∗H < 16
(bH − bL )2 QED.
equilibrium πi > πb =
4
2
The necessity to compensate the certier for costly product examination on top of ensuring that he has adequate reporting incentives requires a high payment from the seller.
Consequently moral hazard makes the seller more likely to opt out from certication and
the uninformative equilibrium is implemented more often compared to the no moral hazard
case.
The nding that the moral hazard constraint implies the incentive compatibility constraint seems to be an artifact of the model with two qualities, which precludes semi-

23

separating equilibria.

When product quality is a continuous variable the incentive com-

patibility constraint is not implied by the moral hazard constraint in general. The analysis
of this case is quite involved and deserves an independent investigation.
Observe that moral hazard constraint requires
for small

λ.

λ > 0.

Suppose the seller can choose among many certiers with

λ ∈ [0, ∞).

23 Suppose the certifer were indierent between issuing ratings
rating b
bH

which is hard to satisfy

Hence, one might expect that the seller would prefer to contract with a certier

who is buyer-protective
dierent

t∗H ≤ λ8 (b2H − b2L ),

when

b = bH ,

then issuing

rating b
bH

bbH

and

bbL

when

b = bL

and prefered

would be his dominant strategy and he would not bother

to acquire information.
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Corollary 6. In the presence of moral hazard the seller either hires a buyer-protective

certier (λP R
Proof.

> 0)

or does not hire a certier at all.

The seller's prot decreases with

t∗H (λ) = 2c + λ8 (bH − bL )(3bL − bH )
If

bL < bH /3,

then

tH

subject to

∂t∗H (λ)/∂λ < 0,

hence the seller would like to minimize

t∗H (λ) ≤ λ8 (b2H − b2L ), t∗H (λ) <

the seller sets

t∗H = 0

1
(b
16 H

− bL ) 2 .

and hires a certier with

, ∞). If bL = bH /3 optimal transfer is t∗H = 2c and given that
λM H ∈ [ (bH −bL16c
)(3bL −bH )
1
c < 32
(bH − bL )2 the seller is indierent among certiers with λM H ∈ [ (b216c
, 2]; if c ≥
−b2 )
H

L

1
(b − bL )2 the seller prefers to sell the product unrated. Finally, if bL > bH /3, then
32 H
∂t∗H (λ)/∂λ > 0 and the seller tries to hire a certier with the lowest λ that ensures
8c
1
t∗H (λ) ≤ λ8 (b2H − b2L ) and t∗H (λ) < 16
(bH − bL )2 . Consequently she picks λM H = (bH −b
2
L)
(bH −bL )3
bH +bL
1
∗
2
∗
if tH (λ ) =
c < 16 (bH − bL ) . On the other hand when c ≥ 16(bH +bL ) the seller can
bH −bL
not gain from hiring any certier and sells the product unrated. The seller's preferences
over certiers in the presence of moral hazard are as follows: if

, ∞);
[ (bH −bL16c
)(3bL −bH )
1
(b − bL )2 then
32 H
(bH −bL )3
c ≥ 16(b
then
H +bL )

if

1
b and
3 H

bL =

λM H = ∅;
λM H = ∅

if

c <

1
(b
32 H

bL ∈ ( 13 bH , bH )

− bL )2

and

c<

then

bL ∈ [0, 13 bH )

then

λM H ∈

λM H ∈ [ (b216c
, 2],
−b2 )
)3

(bH −bL
then
16(bH +bL )

H

if

c ≥

L

λM H =

8c
, if
(bH −bL )2

QED.

It is challenging to incentivize a certier who cares little about buyers (λ

≈ 0)

to in-

vestigate the product. First, noncontingent payments provide no incentives to investigate,
because the certier can always report at random and get paid. Second, incentive compatible contingent payments call for high payments for high ratings.

If moral hazard is

extreme and very high transfers ought to be oered, a certier who is not buyer-protective
enough cannot resist the temptation to shirk and issue the highest rating. To circumvent
this the seller deals with a certier which is suciently buyer-protective.

5.4 Commitment on price
Throughout the analysis we assumed that the seller cannot commit to a pricing rule and
sets the ex post optimal price. This creates a sort of hold-up problem and makes a buyerprotective certier reluctant to give high ratings to the seller. Intuitively the seller, and
possibly the buyers, can gain if the seller can commit to a pricing rule and circumvent
the hold-up problem. This possibility is particularly appealing for Standard Setting Organizations (SSOs) where the hold-up problem is aggravated by the network externalities
among manufacturers, which enhance the market power of the technology owner once the
technology is endorsed (see Farrell et al.).

24

24 Most of the SSOs require FRAND (fair, reasonable, and non-discriminatory) licensing of patented
technologies, which still leaves the technology owner a lot of freedom with pricing. Some SSOs, VMEbus
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In this section we, rst, allow the seller to commit to a pricing rule

P (.)

ex ante. Then,

we study commitment to a price cap and to a price oor. We keep the simple framework
with two equally likely quality levels and the uniform distribution
Moreover we require a xed payment to the certier

t = const.

b ∈ {bL , bH }, F (x) = x.

Studying a general model

with continuous quality and contingent transfers is an exciting task, which we leave for
future research.
We study deterministic pricing (one can show that the seller does not want to randomize).
We analyze a fully informative equilibrium and later prove that this equilibrium is always
preferred to the uninformative equilibrium by the seller. In a fully informative equilibrium
the certier's reports are

bb(bL ) = bbL = bL

and

bb(bH ) = bbH = bH ,

and the seller's prices are

P (bbH ) = PH . Without loss of generality we impose Pj ≤ bbj . Then given
quality bi and report b
bj the buyers' demand is D(bbj ) = bbj − Pj and the buyers' surplus can
P (bbL ) = PL

and

be expressed as

S(bi , bbj ) = (bbj − Pj )(bi − bbj + (bbj − Pj )/2)
The seller chooses the pricing rule and the transfer to maximize his expected prot
Problem 8.

s.t. IC:

max 1 P (bbL )(bbL
{P (.),t} 2

− P (bbL )) + 21 P (bbH )(bbH − P (bbH )) − t

bbi = arg max[λS(bi , bbj ) + t], i = L, H ;

RE:

E(b|bbi ) = bbi , i = L, H ;

LL:

t ≥ 0.

b
b∈{b
bL ,b
bH }
If the seller can only commit to a price cap or a price oor she solves an analogous
problem. The following theorem describes the optimal contract.
Theorem 4. If the seller can commit to a pricing rule then under a xed fee she sets

and implements an informative equilibrium:
if

bL ∈ [0, 13 bH ]

t=0

bbL = bL , bbH = bH ;

the optimal pricing rule commands monopoly prices:

PL = bL /2, PH =

bH /2;
if

bL ∈ ( 13 bH , bH ) the optimal pricing rule commands a price above the monopoly price for

low rating and a price below the monopoly price for high rating:
Proof. First,

bi /2, i = L, H

t = 0.

PL > bL /2 and PH < bH /2.

In an informative equilibrium the seller sets monopoly price

Pi =

if this pricing satises the certier's IC. According to the results of section

2.1 this happens when

bL ≤ bH /3

the uninformative one. When

and the seller prefers the informative equilibrium over

bL > bH /3 the monopoly pricing is not incentive compatible.

The IC for the high type binds

(bH − PH )2 /2 = (bL − PL )(bH − bL + (bL − PL )/2),

the necessary condition the associated Lagrange multiplier is

η=

2PL −bL
bH −PL

=

bH −2PH
bH −PH

from

> 0,

and International Trade Association (VITA) for instance, require the owner of the technology to commit
to the royalty cap before the technology is endorsed.
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which implies

PL > bL /2

and

PH < bH /2.

It remains to show that the seller prefers the

informative equilibrium. In the uninformative equilibrium b
b
and the seller gets

πb =

= (bL +bH )/2, P = (bL +bH )/4
(bL +bH )2
. In the informative equilibrium the seller's prot is at
16

3(bL +bH )2
32

> πb .

Indeed, if the seller sets

πi =

least

reports truthfully

bL +bH
))
4

=

bbL = bL , bbH = bH

PL = PH = (bL + bH )/4 then the certier

and the seller gets

πi =

bL +bH 1
( 2 (bL
4

H
− bL +b
) + 12 (bH −
4

3(bL +bH )2
. Hence, the seller implements the informative equilibrium QED.
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Intuitively, the seller prefers ex post monopoly pricing and implements it whenever it is
incentive compatible with fully informative ratings. If the monopoly pricing is not incentive
compatible, that is the certier is tempted to issue a low rating when the quality is high,
the seller chooses the pricing that discourages the certier from underreporting. The seller
increases the price in case of low rating above the monopoly level and lowers the price in
case of high rating below the monopoly level so that the certier, who cares about the
buyers' surplus, prefers to issue high rating when actual quality is high.
Corollary 7. When the seller commits to a price cap under a xed fee she sets

if

bL ∈ [0, 13 bH ]

monopoly prices:
if

t = 0;

she implements an informative equilibrium, optimal prices coincide with

PL = bL /2, PH = bH /2;

bL ∈ ( 13 bH , x∗ bH ]

she implements an informative equilibrium, for a low rating the

optimal price is the monopoly price, for a high rating the price is capped below the monopoly
level:
if

PL = bL /2

and

bL ∈ (xbH , bH )

price

PH = P < bH /2;

she implements the uninformative equilibrium and sets the monopoly

P = (bL + bH )/4;

here

x ≈ 0.83

Proof. When
monopoly price

solves

49x4 − 140x3 + 134x2 − 44x + 1 = 0.

bL ≤ bH /3

the seller implements the informative equilibrium and sets the

Pi = bi /2, i = L, H .

If

bL > bH /3 consider the informative equilibrium.

In

PL = bL /2. We express PH from the
q
IC for the high type PH = bH −
bL (bH − 34 bL ) < bH /2 for bL ∈ ( 13 bH , bH ). The prot the
q
q
1
1
3
2
seller gets is πi = (bL /2) + (bH −
bL (bH − 4 bL )) bL (bH − 34 bL ) which must be higher
2
2
case of low rating the seller sets the monopoly price

2

H)
πb = (bL +b
. Denoting bL = xbH ,
16
q
1
3
1 2 1
1
3
1
2
with x ∈ ( , 1) we express (πi −πb )/bH = x +
x(1 − 4 x)− 2 x(1− 4 x)− 16
(1+2x+x2 ) =
3
8
2
q
7x2 −10x−1
1
+
x(1 − 43 x). Solving we obtain πi > πb whenever x < x ≈ 0.83, x solves
16
2

than the prot she gets in the uninformative equilibrium

49x4 − 140x3 + 134x2 − 44x + 1 = 0

QED.

Corollary 8. When the seller commits to a price oor under a xed fee she sets

if

bL ∈ [0, 13 bH ]

monopoly prices:

t = 0;

she implements an informative equilibrium; optimal prices coincide with

PL = bL /2, PH = bH /2;
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if

bL ∈ ( 13 bH , x∗ bH ]

she implements an informative equilibrium, the optimal pricing rule

commands a price above the monopoly level for low rating and the monopoly price for high
rating, that is
if

PL = P > bL /2

bL ∈ (xbH , bH )

price

and

PH = bH /2;

she implements the uninformative equilibrium and sets the monopoly

P = (bL + bH )/4;

here

x ≈ 0.85

solves

17x4 − 12x3 − 58x2 + 84x − 31 = 0.

The proof is analogous to that of corollary 7.

Both corollaries are intuitive.

If the

monopoly pricing is not incentive compatible with fully informative ratings, that is it
prompts the certier to issue a low rating when quality is high, the seller tries to encourage
the certier to issue a high rating by changing the pricing. She does so either by promising
a price below the monopoly level in case of high rating if she can commit to a price cap,
or by promising a price above the monopoly price in case of low rating if she can commit
to a price oor.
Now we turn to the welfare analysis under dierent regimes: full commitment on price,
a price cap, a price oor, and no commitment on price.

The expected social welfare is

the expectation of the seller's prot, the buyers' surplus and the certier's payo

1
2

E(π + S + λS) =

P

(Pi (bbi − Pi ) + (1 + λ)(bbi − Pi )(bi − bbi + (bbi − Pi )/2)).

W =

It might appear

i=L,H

that full commitment on price leads to the highest welfare, however, this is not always the
case as the theorem below states.
Theorem 5. The utilitarian social planner's preferences over commitment regimes (full

commitment on price, price cap, price oor, and no commitment on price) are as follows:
if bL

∈ [0, bH /3] he is indierent between full commitment on price, price cap, price oor,

and no commitment on price;
if

bL ∈ ( 31 bH , xbH ]

if

bL ∈ (xbH , 1)

here

x ≈ 0.83

he prefers a price cap;

he prefers full commitment on price;

solves

49x4 − 140x3 + 134x2 − 44x + 1 = 0.

The detailed proof is in the appendix. When bL

≤ bH /3 any regime leads to the monopoly

pricing and the social planner is indierent among regimes.

If

bL ∈ ( 13 bH , xbH ]

then by

theorem 4 and corollaries 7,8 the regime with a price cap leads to the lowest prices and
results in informative ratings, thus social welfare is the highest.

If

bL > xbH

only full

commitment on price and price oor can lead to informative ratings. The prices are the
lowest under full commitment, hence the social planner prefers this regime over a price
oor.
All in all the results obtained here support the idea of letting sellers to commit to a
price cap when applying for certication. As theorem 5 shows price cap helps to restore
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informative certication when only a xed payment to the certier is possible.

Recent

proposals to introduce price cap commitments by Standard Setting Organizations are in
line with these ndings and, as our results suggest, can alleviate SSO's biases and improve
social welfare.

On the other hand letting sellers to commit to an arbitrary pricing rule

is not necessarily a good policy.

According to our ndings this might lead to strategic

overpricing of bad products. In this case the seller commits to a price above the monopoly
level in case of low rating in order to encourage the certier to issue a high rating. Such
a practice can be detrimental for the welfare, hence commitment to a price cap might be
preferred over commitment to an arbitrary pricing rule.

6 Conclusion
This paper takes an original stand on certication and sheds some light on possible improvements in regulation. The current debate about the role of credit rating agencies (CRA)
stresses conict of interests. Scholars argued that issuer-compensated CRAs inate ratings
and mislead the investors, and so issuers must be restricted to pay non-contingent fees.
This argument is certainly correct if investors are naive and take ratings at face value,
otherwise there is no clear reason why rating ination is a concern and why a xed fee
should help. We develop a rational expectations model where the seller and the certier
contract for information and show that restricting their contracting possibilities to a xed
fee can be detrimental for information production and welfare.
Fundamentally there is no harm from contingent contracts as long as contracts are
public.

If the certier receives a high payment for a high rating, then a rational buyer

who observes the payment should comprehend that the rating might have been issued for
money and interpret the rating accordingly. This in turn reduces the seller's temptation
to increase the payment for a high rating.
By contrast, rating ination can occur when the contract is private. If rational buyers

do not observe the payment going to the certier their perception of the ratings does not
depend on the actual payments. This creates an incentive for the seller to elicit the high
rating by oering a generous compensation. As a result the highest rating is issued too
often and is imprecise.
With rational expectations, contingent private contracts create rating ination and can
be detrimental for welfare, not because investors are cheated but because ratings are coarse
and information is lost. A desirable regulation is, therefore to promote transparency, that
is, to mandate public contracts between the seller and the certier. A xed fee, on the other
hand, prevents rating ination but it may also decrease the overall precision of ratings.
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7 Appendix
Proof of proposition 4. An optimal noncontingent contract

in a partition equilibrium

{bi }i=0,...,N (α)

with ratings

b t) has t = 0 and results
(B,

bbi = (bi−1 + bi )/2, i = 1, ..., N (α); high

bi − bi−1 < bi−1 − bi−2 .
certier's decision, hence b
t = 0.

ratings are more precise than low ratings :
The transfer has no eect on the

bb = b

the intervals of full revelation

By corollary 1

are not incentive compatible, hence the report-

ing strategy is fully described by a sequence of boundary points

{bi }i=0,...,N ,

that satisfy

bi−1 +bi
,
2

b0 = 0, bN =h 1, bi ≥ bi−1iand correspond to ratings bbi =
i = 1, ..., N . IC writes
bbi ∈ arg max λS(b, bb) + t for b ∈ [bi−1 , bi ]. As in the Crawford-Sobel the necessary conb
b
b∈B
dition for (IC) to hold is that the certier is indierent between ratings

b = bi .

Given that

α
1+α

bα

S(b, bb) = γ b (b − κbb), γ =

α

,κ=

bbi+1

bbi

when

{bi }

must

and

1+α+α2
the sequence
(1+α)2

solve the following system

γbbαi+1 (bi − κbbi+1 ) = γbbαi (bi − κbbi ), i = 1, ..., N − 1
with boundaries

b0 = 0 , bN = 1

(3)

bi ≥ bi−1 .

The indierence condition
∂ 2 S(b
b,b)
> 0 which implies
is also sucient for (IC) because of the single crossing property
∂b
b∂b

S(bi , bbi+1 ) ≷ S(bi , bbi )
j

for

b ≷ bi .

and restrictions

In principle

{bi }i=0,...,N

if ratings happen to correspond to elements like

bj = bj−1 .

bi > bi−1

bb(b)

bj = bj−1

bj = bj−1
and

for some

(bj , bj+1 )

with

and obtain a sequence

and solves the system (3). The corresponding reporting strategy

satises (IC) and delivers the same outcome as
lemma 1

(bj−2 , bj−1 ), {bj }

If this is the case we can always merge all the

that satises

can contain

bb(b)

for almost every point.

Indeed by

is monotone, hence it has at most countable number of discontinuity points.

That it is all boundary points

bi , i = 1, ..., N − 1

measure zero. We say the sequence
it solves system (3) with

{bi }i=0,...,N

b0 = 0, bN = 1

Observe that the sequence with

and

and, hence, the points

have

satises (IC) or is incentive compatible if

bi > bi−1

for

i = 1, ..., N .

N = 1, b0 = 0, b1 = 1 always satises (IC), it corresponds

to the babbling equilibrium. It is easy to see that if a sequence
(IC) then the sequence

bj = bj−1

{xi }i=0,...,N −1

such that

xi = bi /bN −1

{bi }i=0,...,N , N ≥ 2 respects

also respects (IC). The rest of

the proof follows from lemmas 4-5 (see below). Lemma 4 proves that for a given
exists a maximum number of ratings

N (α) < ∞

α

there

and a corresponding partition which is

incentive compatible. Lemma 5 shows that the seller always prefers the partition with the
highest number of ratings.
Lemma 4. For each

∞

α > 0 only reporting strategies with a number of ratings N ≤ N (α) <

are incentive compatible.
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Proof. Dene a function

g(bb) = S(1, bb), take an incentive compatible sequence {bi }i=0,...,N

and consider the equation

g(y) = g(bbN )
This equation has a solution

y1 = bbN < 1.

g 0 (y) = γy α−1 (α − κ(1 + α)y)) < 0

for any

equation can have at most one solution

M = N + 1, A = 2y2 − 1 ≥ 1
i = 0, ..., N

xM = 1.

and

If

(4)

The function

y≥1

y2 ≥ 1.

g(y)

is monotone for

(1 + α)κ =

because

1+α+α2
1+α

> α,

y ≥ 1:

thus the

Suppose such a solution exists, then take

{xi }i=0,...,M

and construct a sequence

such that

xi = bi /A,

A = 1 this sequence does not satisfy xM > xM −1 = 1 and is not

incentive compatible according to our denition (in fact it is outcome equivalent to the initial sequence

{bi }i=0,...,N ).

If on the other hand,

and corresponds to a reporting strategy with

A > 1 this sequence is incentive compatible

M = N +1

ratings. Indeed

xi , i = 0, ..., N

xi > xi−1 because the
i }i=0,...,N is incentive
 sequence{b
α

(1+bN −1 )/2
y2 α 1
y2
compatible. From (4) follows γ
(A − κ A ) = γ
( A1 − κ (1+bNA−1 )/2 ) ⇔
A
A
α
α
M −2
M −2
(xM −1 − κ xM −1 +x
) thus {xi }i=0..M
γ xM +x2 M −1 (xM −1 − κ xM +x2 M −1 ) = γ xM −1 +x
2
2
solve the system (3) and satisfy

solves the system (3). Given that
hence

{xi }i=0,...,M

Given that

xM −1 = 1/A,

for

A>1

we have

xi > xi−1 , i = 1, ..., M

,

is incentive compatible.

0

g (y) < 0

for

y > y∗ =

α(1+α)
and
1+α+α2

g(y) → −∞

when

y → ∞,

the solution

y2 ≥ 1 to (4) exists i g(bbN ) ≤ g(1). This in turn requires bbN ≤ y ∗∗ < y ∗ . Indeed, if
bbN ≥ y ∗ then g(bbN ) > g(1) because bbN < 1 and g 0 (y) < 0 for y > y ∗ . Moreover, g 0 (y) > 0
y < y ∗ , g(0) = 0 and g(y ∗ ) > g(1) > 0 thus there exists y ∗∗ such that g(y ∗∗ ) = g(1)
and g(b
bN ) ≤ g(1) for bbN ≤ y ∗∗ . Observe that bbN = y ∗∗ implies y2 = 1 and A = 1, while
bbN < y ∗∗ results in A = 2y2 − 1 > 1 and allows to add one more rating. Hence for an
for

incentive compatible sequence
compatible sequence
Suppose
we get

bbN < y ∗∗

x
bM =

1+xM
2

{bi }i=0,...,N

{xi }i=0,...,M

with

with

N

M = N +1

ratings we can construct an incentive
ratings i

bbN < y ∗∗ < y ∗ , g(y ∗∗ ) = g(1).

and an additional rating can be introduced, then from

=

1+A
.
2A

Let's show that

x
bM > bbN ,

xM = 1/A

that is the highest rating in

an incentive compatible sequence is higher whenever the total number of ratings in this
sequence is higher.

bbN < y ∗
y2 =

g(y) ≤ g(bbN ) for any
(4) we get g(b
bN ) = g( 1+A ),

implies

1+A
into
2

g(b
xM ) > g(bbN ), because g 0 (y) > 0 for y <
y ≤ bbN and x
bM ≤ bbN is not possible. Substituting

It is sucient to prove

2

at the same time

g(b
xM ) = g( 1+A
).
2A

Therefore

g( 1+A
) > g( 1+A
) for A > 1, which is equivalent to ( 1+A
)α (1 − κ 1+A
)>
2A
2
2A
2A
( 1+A
)α (1 − κ 1+A
). Given that g(bbN ) = g( 1+A
) > 0 rearranging we obtain a condition:
2
2
2
we need to show

χ(A) = −κ + (2 − κ)A − (2 − κ)A1+α + κA2+α > 0.
χ00 (A) =

Aα−1
(A(2
1+α

Substituting

+ 3α + 3α2 + α3 ) − (α + 3α2 + α3 )) > 0

for any

1+α+α2
we get
(1+α)2
1, thus χ0 (A) ≥

κ =

A≥

2
χ(1) = −α(2 − κ) + κ(2 + α) = 1+α
> 0 which implies χ(A) > χ(1) = 0 for A > 1. Thus
we have proved x
bM > bbN . It immediately follows that any incentive compatible sequence
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{bi }i=0,...,N

bi − bi−1 > bi−1 − bi−2 .

satises

All in all we have shown that from an incentive compatible sequence
ratings and

bbN < y ∗∗

M =N +1

ratings and

{bi }i=0,...,N

we can construct an incentive compatible sequence

x
bM > bbN ⇔ xM −1 > bN −1 .

{xi }i=0,...,M

If the new sequence satises

we can repeat the manipulations and obtain a sequence with

with

N

with

x
bM < y ∗∗

N + 2 ratings and so on.

Now

we show that if we start adding ratings in the manner described above we will arrive to a
point where

bbN (α) > y ∗∗

and no partition with

N (α) + 1

the maximum number of ratings achievable for a given

ratings exists. This would give us

α.

Suppose that the iterative process described above never stops and for any number of
ratings

N

take the highest rating

dbN ≥ y ∗∗

{bi }i=0,...,N . For each sequence
bN }N ∈N of such ratings. If
sequence {d

we can construct an incentive compatible sequence

N

for some

bbN

and form an increasing

then no partition with

N +1

process cannot be continued, a contradiction. Thus
exist some

ε>0

db∞ ≤ y

we can nd

∗∗

such that

N (ε)

dbN < d∞

such that

for any

dbN (ε) > db∞ − ε,

ratings exists, because the iterative

dbN < y ∗∗

N ≥ 1

then for

N and there must
lim dbN = db∞ . For any

for any

and

N →∞

N (ε) + 1

the iterative process

bN (ε)+1 = 1+A , here A solves g( 1+A ) = g(dbN (ε) ). As has been shown before
delivers d
2A
2
1−db
2(A−1)
1+A
1+A
b
g( 2A ) − g( 2 ) ∼ χ(A) ≥ 1+α , hence g(dN (ε)+1 ) − g(dbN (ε) ) ∼ db N (ε)+1
> c(1 − db∞ )
N (ε)+1 −1/2
b∞ ∈ [ 1 , y ∗∗ ) and g 0 (y) is positive and bounded for y ∈ [ 1 , y ∗∗ )
for some c > 0. Given that d
2
2
dbN (ε)+1 − dbN (ε) > C(1 − db∞ ) for some C > 0. Then db∞ > dbN (ε)+1 >
dbN (ε) + C(1 − db∞ ) > db∞ − ε + C(1 − db∞ ) an combining with db∞ ≤ y ∗∗ < y ∗ = α(1+α)2 < 1

it must be that

1+α+α

for

ε

small enough we get a contradiction

−ε + C(1 − db∞ ) < 0.

Thus the iterative process stops for some
ceeds the threshold

y

∗∗

N (α)

because the sequence

and no incentive compatible sequence

compatible sequence with

M > N (α)

M −1

chooses the partition with

N

N

and

M ≥ 2 ratings we can con-

ratings we conclude that no incentive

ratings exists. Therefore any incentive compatible

sequence is nite and denes a partition of the interval
Lemma 5. If partitions with

ex-

{bi }i=0,...,N (α)+1 with N (α)+1

exists. Given that from any incentive compatible sequence with
struct an incentive compatible sequence with

{dbN }N =1,...,K

N −1

[0, 1].

ratings are incentive compatible the seller

ratings.

Proof. Consider the seller's gross expected prot

E [π|{bi }] =

γ
1+α

1+α
N 
P
bi−1 +bi

(b −

i
2
i=1
bi−1 ). Rewriting and substituting b0 = 0, bN = 1 we obtain the expression for the sum Σ =
NP
−1
NP
−1

(bi−1 + bi )1+α − (bi+1 + bi )1+α bi +bN (bN +bN −1 )1+α =
((bi−1 + bi )α − (bi+1 + bi )α ) b2i +
i=1
i=1
α
2
bN (bN + bN −1 ) . Incentive compatibility can be written as (bi−1 + bi )1+α −(bi+1 + bi )1+α =
2
((bi−1 + bi )α − (bi + bi+1 )α ) bi for i = 1, ..., N − 1. Substituting incentive compatibility
κ
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NP
−1

κ
((bi−1 + bi )α − (bi + bi+1 )α ) b2i = − 2−κ
bN (bN + bN −1 )α bN −1
i=1

κ
bN −1 .
Σ = bN (bN + bN −1 )α bN − 2−κ
in

Σ

we derive

bN = 1.

Substitute

{ai }i=1,...,N −1

For incentive compatible partitions

E [π|{bi }] ≥ E [π|{ai }] whenever (1 + bN −1 )α 1 −

κ
b
2−κ N −1



≥ (1 + aM −1 )α

and obtain

{bi }i=1,...,N

κ
1 − 2−κ
aM −1

and

M = N − 1. Take the function g(y) = y α (1 − κy) from the proof of lemma 4 and note
1+α
that b
bN = 1+bN −1 , then E [π|{bi }] = 2 g(bbN ) and we only need to prove g(bbN ) ≥ g(b
aM ).

for

2

2−κ

But in the course of proof of lemma 4 it was shown that if
are incentive compatible partitions with

bbN > b
aM

and

g(bbN ) > g(b
aM )

N

which implies

and

M =N −1

{bi }i=1,...,N

and

{ai }i=1,...,N −1

ratings correspondingly, then

E [π|{bi }] > E [π|{ai }].

Proof of lemma 2. An optimal contract implies pooling for low qualities and separation

for high qualities.
Optimal contract solves

i
´1 h
b
b
π(b(b)) − t(b(b)) db
max

Problem 9.

{b
b(.),t(.)} 0

s.t

h
i
b
b
b
IC: b(b) ∈ arg max λS(b, b) + t(b) , ∀b ∈ [0, 1];
b
b
b∈B

LL: t(b
b) ≥ 0;
b.
RE: b
b = E(b|bb(b) = bb), ∀bb ∈ B
Here

π(b̂) =

γ
b̂1+α is the prot given rating
1+α

ers' surplus given actual quality
certier's utility

b

and rating

U (b) = max[λS(b, bb) + t(bb)]

bb.

bb, S(b, b̂) = γ b̂α (b − κb̂)
For a reporting strategy

and transfers

is the buy-

b̂(b)

dene

t(b̂(b)) = U (b) − λS(b, b̂(b)).

b
b
b∈B

U (b) is continuous, dierentiable almost everywhere and can
´b
´b
U (b) = λSb (b, b̂)db + U (0), we get t(b̂(b)) = λSb (b, b̂)db + U (0) −

By the envelope theorem
be expressed as

λS(b, b̂(b)).

Using

´1

db

0

prot as
ear in

b

π=

´b

0

λSb (b, b̂)db =

0

´1

0

(1 − b)λSb (b, b̂)db

we rewrite seller's expected

0


´1 
π(b̂) + λS(b, bb) − (1 − b)λSb (b, bb) db − U (0).

Provided that

S(b, bb)

is lin-

0
and expectations are rational for a partition
´1 

the expression

π=

{bi }i=1,...,N , b0 = 0, bN = 1 we get

π(b̂) + λS(bb, bb) − (1 − bb)λSb (b, bb) db − t(0) + λS(0, bb(0)) which after

0
substitutions boils down to

π=

N ˆbi
X
i=1 b

Here

κ=

1+α+α2
(1+α)2

and

β =

γλκ
[γβbb1+α − γλbbα ]db + 1+α b1+α
− t1
1
2

i−1

1
1+α

+ λ 1+3α+α
(1+α)2

2

. For every
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b > b1

the instantaneous prot

function is

π(b) = γβb1+α − γλbα .

observe that

00

π (b) > 0

for

∗

b>b =

Compute

λ α−1
and
β α+1

π 00 (b) = γαbα−2 ((1 + α)βb − λ(α − 1))
00

π (b) ≤ 0

otherwise.

and

25

Let's now show that if an optimal contract has perfect revelation for some interval

(bL , bH )

then it has perfect revelation for

(bL , 1].

First, it must be the case that

otherwise introducing some pooling in the interval

π 00 (b) < 0

for

b < b∗ .

pooling in the interval
and

t0 (b) > 0

Note that for small

ε > 0,

such that

would increase prots since

b∗ − ε > b L

an incarnation of

(b∗ −ε, b∗ ) would not violate the constraint t(b) ≥ 0 because t(bL ) ≥ 0

for perfect revelation.

Second, perfect revelation requires

it is possible to induce it over the whole interval

t(b) ≥ 0.

(bL , b∗ )

b L ≥ b∗

It is also optimal to do so for any

(bL , 1],

t0 (b) > 0

without violating the constraint

b > bL ≥ b∗

because

π 00 (b) > 0.26

We

b ≤ bL

and

conclude that in an optimal contract pooling can happen for low qualities
perfect revelation takes place for high qualities

hence

b > bL .

Proof of theorem 2. An optimal negotiated contract

optimal contract unilaterally proposed by the seller

{bb(.), t(.)}∗∗

{bb(.), t(.)}

∗

corresponds to an

to a certier with

λ0 ≤ λ:

∗
b
{bb(b)}∗∗
λ ≡ {b(b)}λ0 .
Take the contract that would prevail if the seller were to make a take it or leave it

∗
and denote the corresponding expected transfer T ≥ 0. It immediately
1
´
∗
follows that whenever T ≤ T , the constraint
t(bb(b))db ≥ T in problem 5 is not binding
0
and the negotiated contract coincides with {b
b(.), t(.)}∗ , that is λ0 = λ. On the other hand
´1
∗
for T > T
the constraint
t(bb(b))db ≥ T must be binding. Consider a modication
0
of problem 5 where seller's prot is augmented by a factor A ≥ 1, that is her objective
i
´1 h
b
b
is
Aπ(b(b)) − t(b(b)) db, to nd an optimal contract {bb(.), t(.)}A and the associated
0
expected transfer TA .
oer

{bb(.), t(.)}∗

Suppose that the negotiated contract is not fully revealing, then it is easy to see that

A∗ such that for all A ≤ A∗ the optimal modied contract is the
same {b
b(.), t(.)}A = {bb(.), t(.)}∗∗ and TA = T , while for A > A∗ we get TA > T . At the
∗
∗
same time the modied problem for A = A has a solution {b
b(.), t(.)}A which coincides
´1
with the solution of this same problem without the constraint
t(bb(b))db ≥ T , because
there is a threshold

for any

A > A∗

the constraint

´1

0

t(bb(b))db ≥ T

is not binding. But a modied problem

0

25 The instantaneous prot is the contingent prot the seller would get if she were to induce perfect
revelation for all

b.

26 One can easily check that IC prohibits perfect revelation for a single point surrounded by intervals of

pooling and that it is not optimal to have perfect revelation for a single point
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b=0

´1

without the constraint

t(bb(b))db ≥ T

0
from the previous section with

is equivalent to the seller's maximization problem

λ0 = λ/A∗ ≤ λ and all transfers divided by A∗

which results

in the contract {b
b(.), t(.)}∗λ0 . Therefore we obtain the following relation between optimal
λ b ∗
A∗
∗
b
b
b ∗∗
b A∗
contracts {b
b(b)}∗∗
λ ≡ {b(b)}λ ≡ {b(b)}λ0 , {t(b)}λ ≡ {t(b)}λ ≡ { λ0 t(b)}λ0 .
Suppose the negotiated contract {b
b(.), t(.)}∗∗ is fully revealing bb(b) = b, ∀b ∈ [0, 1].
Dene

λmax

the maximal

or leave it oer. Let

Tλ∗0 ,

given that

∗

0

A = λ/λ ≥ 1

λ

that results in full revelation when the seller makes a take it

λ0 = min[λmax , λ]

λ0 ≤ λmax

theorem 1 implies

λ

with the expected transfer
fully revealing.

Now take

and solve for the optimal negotiated contract with the augmented prot as

before. The resulting contract

{bb(.), t(.)}∗∗

contract

{bb(.), t(.)}∗λ0
that {b
b(b)}∗ 0 is

and obtain

∗
{bb(.), t(.)}A

coincides with the initial optimal negotiated

because the latter is already fully revealing and the seller cannot

A∗
∗
b
b
{bb(b)}∗∗
λ ≡ {b(b)}λ ≡ {b(b)}λ0 . But at the same
´1
the constraint
t(bb(b))db ≥ T is equivalent to the

benet by changing the contract, hence
time the modied problem without

0
seller's problem with

t0 = T −

λ ∗
T
λ0 λ0

λ0 ,

hence we must have

λ b
∗
b A∗
{t(bb)}∗∗
λ ≡ {t(b)}λ ≡ { λ0 t(b) + t0 }λ0

where

≥ 0.

Proof of proposition 7. If the certier is lax

e
in more than 50% of cases (bN −1

λ<

1+α
the highest rating is issued
1+α+α2

< 1/2).

The non-manipulability constraint can be written as
N
P
(π(bbi ) − ti )(bi − bi−1 )
{b∗i , t∗i }i=1,...,N = argmax
{bi ,ti }i=1,...,N i=1
s.t.
IC:

λS(bi−1 , bbi−1 ) + ti−1 = λS(bi−1 , bbi ) + ti , i = 2, ..., N ;

LL:

ti ≥ 0, i = 1, ..., N .

Rational expectations:

{b∗i , t∗i } = {bei , tei }, i = 1, ..., N ; bbi =

bei +bei−1
,
2

b ; be0 = 0,
∀bbi ∈ B

beN = 1.
τ1 = t1 and τi = ti − ti−1 , i = 2, ..., N we can write down the Lagrangian
i
N
N
i
P
P
P
P
(π(bbi ) −
τj )(bi − bi−1 ) +
µi (τi + λS(bi−1 , bbi ) − λS(bi−1 , bbi−1 )) +
ηi
τj .

Denoting
N
P

L =

i=1

j=1

FOC requires:

i=2

−1 +

N
P

i=1

ηj = 0 (τ1 ); −(1 − bi−1 ) + µi +

j=1

N
P

j=1

ηj = 0 (τi ), i = 2, ..., N ;

j=i

π(bbi−1 ) − π(bbi ) + τi + µi λ(Sb (bbi ) − Sb (bbi−1 )) = 0 (bi−1 ), i = 2, ..., N . Taking into account
π(bb) = γ bb1+α and S(b, bb) = γbbα (b − κbb) = Sb (bb)b − κ(1 + α)π(bb) the IC gives τi =
1+α

λS(bi−1 , bbi−1 ) − λS(bi−1 , bbi ) = λbi−1 (Sb (bbi−1 ) − Sb (bbi )) − λκ(1 + α)(π(bbi−1 ) − π(bbi ))
express

N
P

µi = bi−1 +

bi )−π(b
bi−1 )
1−λκ(1+α) π(b
which delivers
λ
Sb (b
bi )−Sb (b
bi−1 )

ηj = 0, i = 2, ..., N .

Given that

π(bbi ) > π(bbi−1 ), Sb (bbi ) > Sb (bbi−1 )

j=i
have

2bN −1 − 1 < 0

for

λ<

2bi−1 − 1 +

1+α
.
1+α+α2
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and we

bi )−π(b
bi−1 )
1−λκ(1+α) π(b
λ
Sb (b
bi )−Sb (b
bi−1 )
and

ηi ≥ 0

+

we must

Proof of theorem 5 .

The utilitarian social planner's preferences over commitment

regimes are as follows:
if

bL ∈ [0, 31 bH ]

he is indierent between full commitment on price, a price cap, a price

oor, and no commitment on price;
if

bL ∈ ( 13 bH , xbH ]

if

bL ∈ (xbH , bH )

he prefers a price cap;

he prefers full commitment on price.

First, the social planner never prefers a regime that leads to the uninformative equilibrium with
plus.
fare

Wb = πb + (1 + λ)Sb ,

here

πb

is the seller's prot,

Sb

is the buyers' sur-

Indeed, in an informative equilibrium with full commitment on price social wel-

Wi = πi + (1 + λ)Si ,

hence under the commitment regime which is preferred by

the social planner the welfare is at least
rem 4
hence

πi ≥ πb ,
πi ≥ π b

it remains to prove

implies

b
prices satisfy H
2

Wi ≥ Wb .

− PH = (PL −

Wi .

Si ≥ Sb .

If bL >
bL bH −PH
)
2 bH −PL
(bH −PH )2
)
2

We need to show
If

bL ≤ bH /3

Wi ≥ Wb .

By theo-

then by remark 3

S ∼ π,

bH /3

then under the full commitment regime

≥ 0

(see the proof of theorem 4).

The buy-

b2
+
≥
+ bL ( b2L − PL ) + 4H + bH ( b2H − PH ) =
ers' surplus is Si =
b
P − L
b2 +b2
b2L +b2H
+ bHL −P2L (bH (bH − PH ) − bL (bH − PL )). Si ≥ L16 H because PL ≥ b2L , PH ≤ b2H and
16
b2
b2
b2H − bH PH − bL bH + bL PL ≥ 2H − bL bH + 2L ≥ 0. Under the uninformative equilibrium
b2L +b2H
(bL +bH )2
the buyers' surplus is Sb =
≤
≤ Si , thus Wi ≥ Wb .
32
16
1 (bL −PL )2
( 2
2

When

bL ≤ bH /3

ferent. If

2

1 bL
(
4 4

any regime leads to monopoly pricing and the social planner is indif-

bL ∈ ( 13 bH , xbH ]

then by theorem 4 and corollaries 7,8 the regime with a price

cap leads to the lowest prices and results in informative ratings, thus the social welfare
is the highest with a price cap.

If

bL ∈ (xbH , 1)

only full commitment on price and a

price oor can lead to informative ratings. Under full commitment prices satisfy

PL ≥

bL
,
2

2
(bH −PH )2
bH
L)
and
= (bL − PL )(bH − bL ) + (bL −P
, under a price oor they respect
2
2
2
(bH /2)2
)2
bL
bH
b
PL = P ≥ 2 , PH = 2 and
= (bL − P )(bH − bL ) + (bL −P
. PH ≤ H implies
2
2
2
)2
(bL −PL )2
P +PL
P +PL
(P − PL )(bH − bL ) ≥ (bL −P
−
or (P − PL )(bH −
)
≥
0
. Given that bH >
2
2
2
2

PH ≤

we have

P ≥ PL ,

hence both prices are lower under full commitment on price and the

social planner prefers this regime over a price oor.
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